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Abstract
In this work on g =  T n^, the free 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra on n generators, 
we use the group of automorphisms to give a basis-free description of the Fourier 
Inversion Formula, thereby generalizing and strengthening an example discussed 
by Corwin and Greenleaf.
In the first charter, Introduction, we begin with a brief survey of traditional 
viewpoint related to this dissertation, then discuss Example 4.3.14 in Corwin k  
Greenleaf’s book. It demonstrates how two different bases for T 2 3  lead to different 
inversion formulas. But the third ’’more” invariant formula describes Plancherel 
measure on a support expressed in terms of rotations, dilations, and translations. 
Actually it is not canonical since it still depends on choices of bases for 
Our goal is to re-describe Plancherel measure on a support expressed in terms of 
Aut*(g). We accomplish this in the following two chapters.
The second chapter provides a procedure for re-parametrizing the family of 
generic orbits by establishing a one-to-one correspondence between the maximum­
dimensional orbits and the quotient space Adc\Aut*(g)/Stab(/0).
The third chapter provides background material about relatively invariant mea­
sures. Then we prove that Plancherel measure, modeled on the double coset space 
Ad£;\Aut*(g)/Stab(/o), is the essentially unique relatively invariant measure cor­
responding to a specific homomorphism.
The fourth chapter demonstrates that there does not exist an Aut* (g)-invariant 
measure on the double coset space Adg\Aut*(g)/Stab(Io) for the example g =  ^ 3,2-
Our explicit calculations for ^ 3,2 are done in Chapter 5 and are in agreement 
with the results of the first four chapters. We start by finding an almost global
v
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coordinate patch for Adc\Adc • S ta b * ^ ) , then use this patch to construct a right 
and left Haar measure on this quotient space. Thus we get its modular function 5. 
A similar process applies to Adc\Aut(g), and we obtain its modular function A. 
Hence the ratio of A to S is the restriction of any modular function for any relatively 
invariant measure on the double coset space Adc\Aut(g)/Stab*(Z3). Furthermore, 
we find a cross-section X for Adc\Aut(g)/Stab*(/o) with general Iq £ g ^ ^ . Then 
we use X to verify the relative invariance for the measure corresponding to that 
given in the example of Corwin and Greenleaf for g =
In Chapter 6 , we illustrate three general properties for and one additional 
result for linear algebra. These properties are used in Chapter 5.
vi
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1. Introduction
We begin with some general remarks about the subject matter of this 
dissertation. Harmonic analysis is a very rich subject which can be viewed from 
many perspectives. One traditional viewpoint is that harmonic analysis permits 
the recovery of a function from its Fourier transform: For each Schwartz function 
/  € <S(R),
/(e) =  [  f(a )da  
J r.
One can readily recover also f(x )  for general x  simply by replacing /  in the 
integral by its translation by x. If one does this, then
f ( z )  = f  f{a)e2*ixada 
J r.
The Real numbers R  are an abelian group under addition. When one investigates 
this process of Fourier Inversion for general locally compact topological groups, 
or for Lie groups, it becomes necessary to replace the 1-dimensional characters 
X a { x )  = e2irtax by the equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations in 
Hilbert space. The collection of these classes is denoted G. If the group G is 
neither compact nor abelian, then G typically includes the classes of many 
infinite dimensional irreducible representations. There is an abstract Plancherel 
theorem (due to Segal) which establishes that
/(e) =  [  Tr(7r/ )d/x(7r)
J g
for all suitable functions / ,  such as Schwartz functions on a Lie group. Here 
7Tf =  JG f(g)irgdg, and the trace of this operator plays the role of / ( a )  in classical 
Fourier inversion.
1
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In order to carry out this Fourier inversion in a meaningful way on particular 
classes of Lie groups, it is necessary first to know the representations in G and to 
know explicitly the Plancherel measure and its support within G. The 
representations of Lie groups are often constructed using the classical process of 
Induced Representations, developed by Schur for finite groups and greatly 
extended by George Mackey to all locally compact topological groups in the 
1940’s and 1950’s. (See [7]) Much effort was expended upon the identification of 
G for general nilpotent Lie groups until this was finally achieved by A. A.
Kirillov in his celebrated dissertation [6] under the direction of I. M. Gelfand. 
Kirillov showed that if G is nilpotent, then every element of G is induced by a 
one-dimensional character of a suitable subgroup M  C G. If I € g* one defines 
the character x iim ) = e2nil^ogm  ̂ and \  will induce an irreducible unitary 
representation of G if and only if M  has maximal dimension so as to make \ i  a 
genuine character. Moreover, the unitary equivalence classes in G are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the coadjoint orbits of G, also called Kirillov 
orbits. Thus G can be identified with g*/Ad*(G). The support of the Plancherel 
measure p was shown to be a very large collection of orbits, whose union 
constitutes a Zariski open subset of g*. All orbits in the support of p. are of the 
greatest possible dimension, but not every such orbit need be in that support. 
One of the features of classical harmonic analysis which is lost in the study of Lie 
groups is that G lacks a group structure. (For abelian groups, G is a group.) In 
this dissertation we address that lack. We show that at least for certain types of 
nilpotent Lie groups one can create a model of the Plancherel measure on a 
quotient space of the automorphism group, Aut(G). When we do this, we show 
that the Plancherel measure p is the essentially unique relatively invariant 
measure corresponding to the homomorphism which maps each automorphism
2
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A —► | det(A)|. The idea arose out of our efforts to understand better an example 
of Corwin and Greenleaf, presented in their book [1].
It is an awkward feature of nilpotent harmonic analysis that the description of 
the Plancherel measure, and even of the generic orbits on which it is supported, 
is dependent on the choice of an arbitrary strong Malcev basis. Corwin & 
Greenleaf illustrate this with the following Example 4.3.14 in [1]:
Let g = ^ 3,2, g2 =  [0 , 0]> and let g* be the linear dual space of g . Pick a basis 
{IT, Y 2, F 3} for g / g 2, then choose Y{ e  IT, Vz =  1,2,3. Let
Zt = [y 2, n ] , ^  =  d t ,  n ] , z* =  [n , y2],
which are independent of the choice of Y{ € F*. Then B := {Z i ,Z 2, Z3, l i ,  Y2, >3} 
is a strong Malcev basis of g. Let B* := {Z*, Z%, Z3, Y{,Y£, F3*} be the dual basis 
of B in g*, so that B* is a Jordan-Holder basis of g*. Let gi =  SpanR{Vi, Y2, V3}. 
We know g2 = SpanR{Zl, Z2, Z3}. Let g’ =  SpanR{Ft*, V'2*, V 3 } and 
02 =  SpanR{ Z f , Zj, Z3}.
Corwin & Greenleaf describe the Plancherel measure with respect to this strong 
Malcev basis B of g as follows. I =  ai%i +  5Z i= i @iY* *s generic with respect 
to this basis if and only if a 3 ^  0, and the Pfaffian for this basis B is given by 
Pf2(/) =  det Bi =  £*3. The Fourier Inversion Theorem says that for /  € S(G), the 
Schwartz functions on G,
/ ( e) =  /r< Iq3 ITr7rttlz-+Qlz \+Q13zi +/?3 (f)d a id a 2da3 d/33 (1.1)
On the other hand, if we take the strong Malcev basis to be 
{ Z 3, Z2, Zi, Y3, Yo, Fi}, then I is generic if and only if au ^  0. And the 
corresponding Pfaffian is given by Pf2(I) =  a\. The Fourier Inversion Theorem 
now says that
/ ( e) =  Jr< |ai|TnrQl2i.+Q2Zj.+Q3Z.+^1Kl- {f)datida2da3 d0 l (1.2)
3
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Why do these two different formulas, (1.1) and (1.2), give the same result f(e)?
To understand this situation, Corwin & Greenleaf describe how the group 
SO(3, R) acts on g (and G) as a group of automorphisms. We discuss on the 
following pages how their explanation works. Then we will give a preview of how 
we improve and generalize what they have done.
We decompose g =  gi ® 02 as a sum of vector spaces. Notice that gt is not a Lie 
subalgebra of g. Since B\ := {Yi, V2, Y3} is a basis of gi, we regard gi as 
isomorphic to R 3 by the map Y  •— > [Y]s1. Similarly, g2 is regarded as isomorphic 
to R 3 relative to the basis £ 2 =  {Z i, Z2, Z3}.
For each a 6  SO(3,R), we define the map
(cr ® cr) : 01 ® g2 — > gi ® g2 by (V', Z) ■— > (<j Y , aZ)
Then we claim that a <8> a is an automorphism of g.
It suffices to show that [aYucrYj] =  cr([yi, Yj]), for all pairs (i,j) , 1 < i , j  < 3. We 
proceed to show this as follows.
For each a 6  SO(3), we still denote the matrix of a relative to the standard basis
of R 3 by cr. Let a
P i P a P7  
P2 Pb P s  
P z Pb P9
. By the definition of SO(3), we have
(cr-1 )4 =  a. Then ( ^ - ( a d ju ))4 =  cr, and hence (adjcr)4 =  cr since deter =  1. Thus
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[aYz,CrYi] — [P7^1 + P 8^2 + P 9 ^ 3 )P l^ l + P 2^ 2 + P 3 ^ ]




P3 P9 P3 P9 P2 Pa
— p4Zi +P5 Z2 +PqZz 
=  crZo
=  e m ^ ) )
Thus we have proved that cr ® a is in Aut(g).
Similarly, we regard g’ and g3 as each isomorphic to R 3 relative to coordinates in 
the bases {Y*, Y£, y 3*} and {Z*, Z3, Z3} respectively. For each a  G SO(3), we 
define the dual cr* of a  on ĝ  and gj by its inverse transpose. Since 
a ® cr G Aut(g), so is its inverse (a ® cr)-1  =  <r_l ® cr_ l . Define the dual of cr ® cr 
by its inverse transpose. So we have (cr ®  cr)* =  <7* ®  cr*.
Now we give gj an inner product and a corresponding Euclidean metric by 
making Y{, Yj, and K3* orthonormal, and similarly for g£ by making Z*, and 
Z3 orthonormal. Define a linear map A : g£ — > g* by A(Z') = Y{. For every unit 
vector ui G g£, let u  =  Q iZ* +  a2 Z2 + a 3Z3. Then there exists a  G SO(3) such 
that u  = a*Z^. It follows that
Au> =  A(Q!iZj +  Q2 Z 2 +  Q3 Z 2 ) =  1 + ®2^2* "b ^ 3^3* =  CJ*Y£. So
ru  +  tAu  =  r<r*Z3 4- tcr'YJ =  (a®  cr)*(rZ3 +  tV̂ *), Vr > 0, Vt G R.
For /o =  tZ I  +  tY j,  its radical r(o =  g2 © R y3 is an ideal in g. By Theorem 3.2.3. 
in [1] we know that Oi0 =lo + t^  = l0 + SpanR{yj*, Y£}. For 
I = ru + tAu = (a®  cr)*(rZl +  tY£), its radical
= (cr® cr)tio =  g2 © R(crF^) is still an ideal of g. Then 
Oi =  I + 1/- =  I +  SpanR{<r*yi*,cr*Y£} = ru  + tAu  +  (Aw)-1- where (Au;)-1 is the 
plane SpanR{a*yi*,cr*y^} orthogonal to Au  in gj.
6
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Let GMax — {O i: dim©/ is maximal}, and Q*Max =  { I : dim©/ is maximal}. 
We claim that
{ru + tAu\r  > 0 , t  £ R, u  € g ,̂ M  =  1} 
is a cross-section of Omox-
Since I £ g*Max if and only if 1102 ^  0, there always exist unique r > 0 and unit 
vector u  e $2 suc  ̂ t^at 1̂02 = ru- For each t £ R, tAu + (Au)1- is a 
two-dimensional plane parallel to (A u)L in gj. So
0 i = U  -I- (A ;)-1 : Vi £ R}, and hence there is a unique t  £  R  such that 
/|gi £ tAu + (At/)1 . It follows that I £ ru  4- tAu  4- (Au)1 =  Orul+tAu- Therefore 
{ru  +  tAu\r > 0, i £ R, u  € g$, |a;[ =  1} is a cross-section for ©Max, as claimed. 
For u 0 = Zj, Iq = ruQ + tAuo lies on the orbit Oi0 = ruo +  tA u 0 + RV'f +  RLj*. 
And relative to the basis {Z\, Z2, Z3, VI, V'2, V̂ }, the Pfaffian of lQ is given by 
F / 2(fo) =  r2- Then for every /  £ <S(G),
Tr7Truo+tAwo(f) = f “ ( /  0 expf(rw0 +  tAuo +  QXY ' + fcY JW id fc -  
J R2 r
Hence
I Tr7rruo+tAuoifldt = I - ( /  O expf(nj0 -I- X)dX 
JR Jii r
where dX is normalized Lebesgue measure defined relative to the basis 
0;.
Now for each a  £ SO(3), since a  0  cr £  Aut(g), it follows that 
’̂(o,®<r)*(rwo+tJ4wo) =  “̂ruo+tAuo ° (o’ 0  O')
, and hence
7T(o-®(T)*(ruo+t.i4wo) (/)  =  r̂uQ+tAbio ( /  ° (o’ 0  O’) ) .
So we know that
T r T T ^ g g - ) " (/) =  TYlTruo+tAuJoif ° (o’ 0  O’)).
7
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Thus, relative to the same basis {Zi, Z2, Z 3 , Y\, Y2, T3}, for every general 
functional I = ru  + tAu
I Tr7Trtj+tAui{f)dt =  / Tr7r(o.®<7).(rU0+t.4W0)(/)(it
J  R J R
=  [  Trirruo+tAuo( f  O (a® a))d t
J R
=  /  - ( /  o (cr ® cr) o exp) (raio +  X)dX
h l r
= / - ( /  o expo(cr <S> cr))(ru;o + X)dX
h l r
= f - ( /  o exp)(ra*a;o +  a*X)dX
h i  r
= f - ( /  o exp)(ru/ +  X)dX
h i  r
Note that the last equality holds because Lebesgue measure is rotation-invariant. 
So far we get
[  Tvnru+tAM)dt = [  - ( /  o exp) {ru + X)dX.
J R Jsl r
Since g£ is regarded as isomorphic to R 3,
dv(r,u) = r 2 sirupdrdipdO
is Lebesgue measure on g£. Multiplying both sides of the above equation by r and 
integrating over g ,̂ we get
[  [  rTxTTrtJj+tAu{J)dtdv(r,u)
J  si J R
=  /  /  ( /  o exp) (ru +  X)dXdv(r, u) 
h i  h i
=  /  ( f  o exp) (a iZ* +  ol2 Z\  +  q 3^3 +  X)dXdaida2daz
J R3 Jal
=  f  f  ( /  o exp) (I + X)dXdl 
JaZ Jal'01
Hence for every /  6  <S(G), we have
/(e) =  [  [  ( /  o expf(Z +  X)dXdl = f  f  rTnrra;+t>la;(/)dtdv(r,cl;). 
Jal Jal Jal J*-
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We now would like to answer the question posed at the beginning: why do 
formulas (1.1) and (1.2) give the same result: f(e) ?
For the equation (1.1) we start with the Malcev basis {Zx, Z2, Z3, Fi, Y i,13} to 
get Vt  D U  = {ctiZi  +  Q2Z2 +  0 :3^3  -F /^F}* : 0:3 7̂  0}. Since
{ru -F tAu\r > 0, t € R, u  e  g ,̂ M  =  1}
is a cross-section for all orbits of g* that correspond to infinite-dimensional 
representations, for each / 6  V t  n  U, we need to know which element ru  -F tAu  
from this cross-section such that I 6  0 TU+tAui- 
Actually for each / =  +  a 2^ 2 +  0:3^3 +  /33F3* e  V t  D U ,  let
r  := s/a \ + a 2 +  <*3
and let a  € SO(3) such that
w := <x*Z3* =  f Z {  + f Z $  + f Z l
Then
Au  =  + f Y 2' + f Y ' .
We want to find t 6  R  such that
(q iZ[ +  a 2Z2* + Q3Z3) +  P3 Y2 == I £ Oru+tAu =  -F tAu  -F (Acj)'l , i.e.,
PzYJ € tAu  -F (Aw)J\
Since the two-dimensional plane tA u  -F (Aw)-1 in gj is obtained by pushing the 
plane (Ao;)1- out along the direction Au, t is the component of the vector £3F3* 
on the direction Au. In other words, t is the value of inner product of vectors 
AjF3* and Au  in i.e., t =  <A,F3*, ^ F x* -F f F 2* +  ^ F 3*) =  f f a .  It follows that
9
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/?3 =  and hence d/?3 =  ^ d t .  Therefore the equation (1.1) turns out to be
f ( e ) ~  \ot3\rR n a i z : + a , z z + a 3 Z z + f a Y £ ( f ) d 0 3 ( d a i d a 2 d a 3,)
J  R3 J R
=  [  [  \ a 3 \ T n r m + t A u { f ) \ — \ d t d v ( r , u )
Jg’2 J R q 3
=  [  f  rTxirruJ+tA M )dtdv(r,u)
J gi J R
If we start with the equation (1.2), a similar argument leads to the same formula. 
This answers the question at the start of this section.
Corwin k  Greenleaf describe the formula
/ ( e) =  [  [  rTr7Trw+f.4W(/)dtdv(r, u )
Jg'2 J R
as ‘more’ invariant than the other two forms. But it is surely not canonical. It 
depends on choices of bases for g, and on the map A as well. Our goal is to 
redescribe Plancherel measure on a support expressed in terms of Aut*(g), and to 
do this in greater generality.
10
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2. Parametrizing Orbits by 
Automorphisms
Theorem 2.1. Let g =  T n$, the free 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra on n 
generators, and let g* be its dual space. Let G be the corresponding simply 
connected nilpotent Lie group. Let g ^ , .  be the set of all functionals whose orbits 
have maximal dimension. Let Om*x be the set of all orbits of maximal dimension. 
Fix Iq € Qmox- Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the quotient 
space Adc\Aut*(g)/Stab(/0) and the set Omox-
Proof. There are two cases depending upon the positive integer n.
Case 1 . Suppose n is odd.
Let g 2 = [0 , 0]-' then dim(g2) =  fl(ri2~1̂ . Pick a Strong Malcev basis 
B =  {.Yi, .Y2, • • • , Xm} for g through g 2 where m  =  + n. Let
B* = {.Y*, X I, • • • , X ^ }  be its dual basis in g*. Then B* is a Jordan-Holder basis 
for g*. Let Vj =  SpanRfX ^j, • • • , JY^} and Vm =  {0}. Since g2 is the center and 
g is two-step, coadjoint orbits in g* can not have dimension greater than n. And 
by Lemma 1.3.2. in [1], coadjoint orbits are always of even dimension. Since n is 
odd, the maximal dimension of orbits can not be greater than n-1. By definition 
generic orbits have maximal dimension in each quotient space Q*/Vj. In 
particular, each generic orbit has the maximal possible dimension in g*, though 
the converse is false. It follows that each generic orbit has dimension n — 1 since 
we can achieve the maximum possible dimension n-1 by assigning the basis 
element ATn(n-i) ,, to tj and giving I values on the center such that the•t * 1
0 1
non-degenerate bilinear form has a block-diagonal matrix with block
'  - 1  0
11
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Now for each I and V € g^o*, dim Oi =  n — 1 =  dim Oi>. It follows that 
dimt/ =  n-(‘n~--1) +  1 =  dim since dim Oi =  dim{G/Ri) = dimg — dim t;. Let 
and.d£ be picked such that rj =  g2 © R4(, and =  g2 © R L e t  5/ and By 
be the non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear forms corresponding to I and I' 
living on g /r/ and g/ty respectively. By Theorem 6 of Chapter 10 in [5], there 
exists a basis {A[, Al2, •• • , for g /tj such that with respect to this basis the 
non-degenerate form Bi has the matrix diag(Bx, B2, ■ ■ • , Bn=i) where each B, is a
, and similarly for Bi> using the basis { A ^ A 1̂, • • • , t}.
Since I and /' € g^a*, we know I |02̂  0 and I |02̂  0. Then let’s subtract multiples 
of a central vector from each A[ and Al[ to make l(A\ -  C{Zl) =  I'(A1- -  d.\Z1'), 
and still denote 4- — CiZ1 and 4 f — c^Z1' by A[ and 4 j\  Thus we have
f (4 )  = l'(Ai)
Vi =  1,2, ••• ,n.
Now let’s define two bases for g through g2
S' =  { [ 4 ,4 ]  : 1 < i < j  < n} U {A[, 4 ,  • • • , 4 .}
and
Bf = {{A*, A?]: 1 < i < j  < n} u { 4 \ 4 ,  • • • . 4 }
Then define the mapping A  : g — > g by
4  — ► -<
and
[ 4  4 ]  [4 ,4 1
12
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1 < i < j  < n. It follows that A  € Aut(g) and Ati =  r H e n c e  we have the 
following identities
]) =  ,> i - '4 ]) =  /( (4 -4 1 )  =
=  ('([•<. 4 1 )
1 < i < j  < rz — 1. If j=n, since Al^ € tj and ^  € ty, we still have 
( ^ • Z ) ( [ . 4 f , 4 D  =  / ( [ - 4 { , 4 ] )  =  0  =  I ' d A l A ' ] )  So ( ^ / ) | 92 = / ' | 02- 
And we know also that
< )  = ((-4“ ‘.4f) =  /(4 ‘) =  / '( .< )
Vi =  1, • • • , n. Thus we get the relation A*I = Next we claim that A*Oi = Of. 
Here we abuse notation to denote by A  the two corresponding automorphisms of 
0 and G respectively. For every x  € G, the map ix : g \— > xgx~l is an inner 
automorphism of G. Then we have
(.4 ° **)($) =  A{xgx~l) = (A r ) (^ ) (A r )_l =  (ux  ° A){g)
Vg e G . So A  o ix =  i ^ .  o A. Then taking its differential at the unit element we 
get the identity A  o Adx =  A d ^  o A. By using the duality on both sides it 
follows that
,4* Ad; =  A d ^ A \
for all x  € G. Applying both maps to the functioned I we get the relation 
A"Oi =  Oah =  Oi> as desired. In fact, the relation A*Gt = Ga -i holds for all 
automorphisms A.
Therefore for every 1,1' 6  g;/ai, there exists an automorphism A  of g such that 
A*l =  I' and A ’Gi =  Gy. Hence Aut*(g) maps g*Max onto itself.
13
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Case 2. Suppose n is even.
By arguments similar to those in the beginning of Case 1., since n is even, each 
generic orbit has dimension n: that is n is the maximal dimension for all orbits in 
g*. Now for each /,/ ' € we have dimt; =  dime*/ =  r1-̂ — =  dimg2. Then 
=  02 =  ty since the center g2 C t(.
Now let B{ and By be the non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear forms 
corresponding to I and V living on g/g2 respectively. Then there exists a basis 
{A[, Al2, , .4*,} for g/g2 giving a canonical matrix for B[, and similarly for Bi>. 
Let’s subtract multiples of a central vector from each A[ and A1- to make 
l(A[ -  CiZ1) = l'(Ai -  ^ Z 1'), and still denote A\ -  c^Z1 and .4f -  d{Z v by .4- and 
A1-. Thus we have l(Aj) =  /'(-4f), Vi = 1,2, • • • , n. Then define the map 
A  : g — > g by
4' i— y A1'
and
[ 4 4 ]  4J],
for 1 < i < j  < n. Then A  € Aut(g) such that A*I =  V and A*Oi =  Ov as before. 
Thus, by cases 1 and 2 we know that Aut*(g) maps g*Wai onto itself.
By hypothesis lo € g*Max, for every A ,B  € Aut(g) we know
A %  =  B’l0 &  B*~lA*l0 = k<& B'~lA* € Stab(Zo) X*Stab(Z0) =  S*Stab(/0).
So we obtain that Aut*(g)/Stab(/o) maps Iq one-to-one and onto Q*Max.
Now let’s prove the mapping
Adc\Aut*(g)/Stab(/0) — > 0 Max
Ad*GA mSta.b(l0) '— > Ad*GA*l0
is one-to-one.
14
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For each double coset Ad^>t*Stab(/o) we get an orbit of maximal dimension, 
AdGA*lo £ Omclx- Suppose Ad^-4*/o =  AdGB*lQ, then there exists a group 
element g 6  G such that
Ad*^4*/0 =  B 'k  <*lo = ^* ‘ lAd;_iS*/0 &  A m' lAdmĝ B*  6  Stab(/0)
B' e  Ad*.A*Stab(/o).
So B* € AdG^4*Stab(/o), and hence A * and S* are in the same double coset. 
Therefore the mapping
Adc\Aut*(g)/Stab(/o) — > 0 Max 
is one-to-one. This proves the theorem.
15
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3. Relative Invariance of Plancherel 
Measure
Let S  be a topological space and let G be a topological group acting on S. A 
measure y  on S  is called a G-invariant measure if for every g € G and for every 
measurable subset E  of S, the set gE  is measurable and y{gE) =  y ( E ). It is very 
helpful if a non-trivial G-invariant Borel measure on a locally compact space S 
exists. But it is possible that no non-trivial invariant measure exists on S. This 
can happen already in the special case when G is a locally compact group, H is a 
closed subgroup of G and 5  is the homogeneous space G/H. A measure / j o n a  
homogeneous space G /H  is called relatively invariant provided 
D(g)y(gE) = y(E) Vg € G and VE C G /H  with E  measurable. Then it is known 
that D is a homomorphism mapping G — > R + and that y  corresponds uniquely 
up to a constant factor to the homomorphism D. We call D the modular function 
for y.
Theorems (3.1) and (3.2) are proven in Chapter 5 of [4].
T heorem  (3.1) Let A be the modular function of the locally compact group G, 
and let S be the modular function of the closed subgroup H. If there exists a 
relatively invariant measure y  on G /H ,  then its modular function D  must be a 
continuous real character such that D(h) =  (A/S)(h) for every h € H.
T heorem  (3.2) A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
non-trivial relatively invariant measure y  on G /H  with modular function D is 
that D is a continuous real character on G such that D(h) =  (A/S)(h) for every 
h e  H . l i  D satisfies the requirements, the relatively invariant measure associated 
with it is essentially uniquely determined by D.
Now we are ready to state and prove the main result of this chapter.
16
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Theorem (3.3). Let g = T n^. Fix l0 G 9*Max, let n  be a copy of Plancherel 
measure on the double coset space Adc\Aut*(g)/Stab(Zo)- Then (i is the 
essentially unique relatively invariant measure corresponding to the 
homomorphism Adc\Aut*(g) — > R + given by A * ■— >\ det-4* |. Note. 
det(Ad*) =  1 for all g e G ,  so det.4* =  det.4*, VA  € Aut(g).
Proof: For every au to m o rp h ism  A  G A u t(g ) , we w ant to  show th a t
n(A?E) = | det«4* | n(E) 
for all measurable subsets E of Adc\Aut*(g)/Stab(/o).
For each A  G Aut(g) we also denote its corresponding automorphism of G by A. 
For every I G g* we claim that
= * i ° A
For every I G g*, choose a polarizer M  for /, and let M  =  exp(.M). Then 
7T[ =  IndjjfX/.Ar w h e r e  X i ,m  i s  a  character defined on M .  It follows that
t t i o A  =  (Ind&x/.Af) 0 -A
HM)
by Lemma 2.1.3. in [l]. For every X  G M ,  since (x i ,m  ° .4) (exp X )  =  
X u f ( - 4 ( e x p X ) )  =  x j ,A f ( e x p ( A Y ) )  =  e2iril{AX) = e2iri^ " 1 *>(*) = X ^ - i-^ e x p X ), 
it follows further
nt o A  s  IndS-1(Af)x^-i-/,Af
=  T T ^ - f j
17
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This proves the claim. Then for every 0 € S(G)  we have
Kji-riW) = /  <t>(9)KA-'-i(9)dg
J G
-  [  A){g)dg
J g
=  /  <t>(g)ni{Ag)dg
J g
=  f  4>(A~lx)7T((x)d(A~lx)
J g
= f  ((f) o A~l){x)-Ki(x)\detA~l \dx 
J g
=  | det ^4*| [  (0 o A ~ l){x)ni(x)dx 
J g
=  | det*4*|7Tf(0 o .4-1)
and hence
Tr7r_4-i»j(0 ) = | det»4 *|Tr7r/(0  o A  ) 
V.A 6  Aut(g), I € g*, 0 € S(G).
Now let D =  Ad£r\Aut*(g)/Stab(Z0), note that the group Ad^\Aut*(g) acts on 
the left on D. By hypothesis Iq € gl fax, we fix any strong Malcev basis B of g such 
that lQ € g*en with respect to B. Let Ogen =  {Oi\ I 6  g’^} . We know UoeogtnO is 
a Zariski-open set in g*, and Plancherel measure g, as in [1], is supported on 
Ogen £  Omox• Then define a copy of g on 0 Max by letting g { 0 Max\O gen) =  0. By 
Theorem 2.1. we know there is a one-to-one correspondence between Omax and 
D. So copy g again onto D, in other words, g is a copy of Plancherel measure on 
D. Let E q =  {>1* 6  D\ A*l0 e  Q*Max\5*gen}, then E 0 is a /z-nullset. For every 
measurable subset E C D, and every A  6  Aut(g) , we claim that
g(A*E) = \det A m\g{E)
18
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f  T n r c - M d ^ A *  &)  =  [  TVttc.io(0 )d/x((.A*r))
J d J d
J d
= f  \d e tA '\rTv7̂ ĉ Q̂((̂ >0 A ~ l)d(J.(C', )
JD
= | d e t^4*| [  Tr7rc./O(0 o A ~ l)d(j.(Cm)
J d
= |d e t.4 * |(0 o ^ l''l)(e)
= | det A* |0 (e)
=  [ Tr7rc-/O(0)| det A*\d^(&)
J d
V 0  G <S(G), where A '  means coset A d ^ *  € Adc\Aut*(g) and C* means coset 
AdcC*Stab(/0) € D, and hence
7?  C*= A dc^A dcC ’StabC/o) =  Adc(X*C*)Stab(/0) ={A'C').
Thus we get the identity
[  Ttttc u o i ^ d f i i ^  n  = [  Tt7Tc*/o(0 ) | det.4’ | d/j,(Cm).
J d J d
Then by the Abstract Plancherel Theorem in Chapter 7 of [8], or in [2], one
concludes, since (j. is essentially unique, that
/i(A*E) = | det.4* | fi{E)
for all A  G Aut(g) and all measurable subsets E  C D. Therefore /j is the 
essentially unique relatively invariant measure on the double coset space 
Ad^\Aut* (g)/Stab(/0) corresponding to the homomorphism given by 
A * i— H det A* |= | det A* |.
Remark 1. This theorem can be generalized readily as follows. Let G be any 
group to which ’the Abstract Plancherel Theorem’ applies. For every A  G Aut(g),
19
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define A*n =  n o A ~ l , V7r 6  G. Then Tr((,4 *7r)(<f>)) =  | det .A|Tr(7r(<?!> o >1)). Now 
suppose further that for every 7r in the support of Plancherel measure fi, the set 
{_4.*7t| A  6  Aut(G)} contains the support of Plancherel measure. Let 
Stab(7r) =  {A  6  Aut(G)| A*ir =  7r}. Then /j. can be transported to a new domain 
Aut(G)/Stab(7r), where /z is 0 on the complement of its support. Then the same 
argument as at the top of page 15 shows that fi(A*E) = | det -4.* |/^(£7). Thus y. 
displays the same relative invariance whenever it can be transported to the 
domain Aut(G)/Stab(7r). In the case of we have exploited the symmetry of 
the group to prove that Aut*(G)7r covers the support of the Plancherel measure 
whenever ir is in that support.
Remark 2. Consider the example of the 2n + 1 dimensional Heisenberg group 
# 2n+i! which is not free if n > 1. Let f)2n+l be its Heisenberg algebra which is 
spanned by (Z, Y\, ■ • ■ , F„, X L, • • • , Xn} with non-trivial brackets [AT*, F] = Z,
Vi =  1, • • - n. Consider the generic representations 7q requiring 1{Z) ^  0. Let <5r be 
the usual dilation automorphism, and S* be its dual, i.e.,
X —  '
f
X* -->  y/rXl
Yi — > 7 ! y‘ > and 5* : < YC --^y /rYC
Z
<
Z* H—►rZ * /
Then 6 *(ni) =  -ks-i and (6 *l)(Z) =  rl(Z) ^  0. Therefore there exist sufficient 
automorphisms for the first remark to apply to all these (non-free!) groups as 
well.
R em ark  3. Consider the example of 3-step Chain group G generated by 
X, Ft, F2, Z  where [X, F^ =  F2 and [X, F2] =  Z  generate all non-trivial brackets. 
This is neither 2-step nor free. In Example (3.1.12) of [1] it is shown that all the 
generic representations 7q are given by I =  zZ* +  yiY{ with z ^ O  and yi € R. Its 
radical tj =  SpanR{Z, F ^ , hence its polarizer is three-dimensional since the
20
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dimension of polarizer is the average of dimensions of whole algebra and radical. 
Since m =  SpanR{Z, y2, Ti} is an abelian ideal in g of the correct dimension, it is 
a polarizer for each I = zZ* +  y{Y{.
Now consider the following automorphism indexed by
Q i G 2
A =
0 a3







q2 X  + g3 V1 +  eZ  
(det .4)1^
(ai det A)Z
By Kirillov theory we know each generic 7rJiyi is induced by a character 
defined on polarizer m. Then 7rZiVl o =  7T(aidet A):,a3yi+ez- So any
generic 7r can be carried into any other such representation by a suitable 
automorphism. Thus, Remark 1. applies to this case too.
21
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4. Nonexistence of Invariant Measure
P roposition  4.1. Let g =  T 3y2. For Z0 € Amo*, there is no Aut*(g)-invariant 
measure on the double coset space Ad^\Aut*(g)/Stab(Zo).
Proof. Pick a basis B = {Z t , Z2, Z3, Yu Y2, Y3} for g just as we did before in the 
Introduction, and let B* =  {Z \ , Z%, Yi*, Yf, Y f }  be its dual basis in g*. We
start with the simple case in which Iq = Z%, then we will show that the result in 
the general case follows immediately. We begin by identifying Stab*(Zo) explicitly. 
By the definition
Stab’(Z0) = { A €  Aut(g) 
=  {A  € Aut(g) 
=  [A  e  Aut(g) 
=  {A  6  Aut(g) 
=  {A  e  Aut(g)
A * I q =  Zo}
Z0 =  ^ - 1'Z0}
lo(X) = ( A - l'l0 )(X),  V.Y € g} 
l0 ( X ) = l 0 (AX) ,  V X eg }  
l0 ( ( A - I ) ( X ) ) = Q ,  VAT e g }  
{A -  I) : g ->• ker(Z0)}=  {y4.€Aut(g)
This says Stab*(Z0) is the subgroup of Aut(g) such that the operator after 
subtracting the identity from each element maps g into the kernel of Iq .
For lQ =  Z3 , its kernel ker(Zo) =  SpanR{Vi, Y2, Y3, Zi, Z2}. Then for each 
A  6  Stab*(Z0), we verify two properties:
A Z 3 £ Z3 +  SpanR{Zi, Z2 }
-4(ker(Z0)) =  ker(Z0)
Since A  6  Stab*(Zo), we have (A — I)(Z3) 6  ker(Zo), so A Z 3 € Z3 +  ker(Zo).
Since each automorphism of g maps g2 onto g2, it follows
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For each K  E ker(Zo) we have lo(AK) = (A~x' lo)(K) =  Iq(K) = 0, so 
.A(ker(Zo)) C ker(/o). By hypothesis A  E Stab*(Zo), so is A ~ l. Using the above 
argument we get .4~l (ker(/o)) C ker(Z0), and hence ker(Zo) Q ,A(ker(/o))- Thus we 
obtain «4(ker(/0)) =  ker(Zo) as desired.
For each A  E Stab*(Zo), since A  is also an automorphism of g, we know that .4 
maps g2 onto g2. This reason and the property .4(ker(/0)) =  ker(Z0) together 
imply that
■A|spanR{Zi,z2} : SpanR{Zi,Z2} — >■ SpanR{Z1?Z2} (4-3)
By properties (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) we get a 6 x 6 matrix
* * * 
* * * 
0  0  1
* * * 
* * * 
0  0  0 Q  3x3 I?3x3
0  0  0 Pi P4 P i 03x3 P3x3
0  0  0 P2 P5 PS
0  0  0 Pz  P6 P9
Then det.4  =  (detQ)(detP) =  (detP) 2 (detP) =  (d e tP )3 by Lemma 6.3. Since 
A  E Aut(g), A  is invertible, and hence so is the matrix P. In other words,
{ A Y \ ,  A Y 2, A Y 3} is linearly independent modulo g2. Since A  E Aut(g), this 
means -4([V*, Yj\) =  [AYuAYj] .  Explicitly,
A(Z0 = A([r2,V3}) =  [Ar2,AY3] = [p4Y1+p5r2-hp6y3,p7r l +p8y2+p9v3] 
= (PsP9 -  PePs)Zi -  (P4P9 -  PaPi)Z2 + (p4Pa -  PsPi)Z3 
A(Z2) = A{[Y3,Yl]) = [Ay3,AYl] = \pTYi+psY2 + p 9Y3,plYl + p 2Y2 + p 3Y3]
=  - ( P 2P9 -  PzPa)Zi +  (p ip 9 -  p3pr)Z2 -  ( p m  -  P2Pi)Z3
2 3
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A (Z 3) = ,/4.([yi, Y2]) = [AY\, A Y ^  = [piYi +P2 Y2 + PzYẑ aYi + Ps^2 +  P6^ ]  
=  (P 2P 6 -  PzPs)Zi -  ( p i p 6 -  PzPa)Z2 +  (P 1P 5 -  P2Pa)Zz



































= 0 , — det
Pi Pi Pi Pa
= 0, det
P 2 P8 P 2 P  5
We analyze them by two cases.
Case 1 . Suppose pi ^  0.
Since we have the conditions
=  1 .
PaP% ~  PbPi — 0, PiPs — P2P1 — 0, P 1P 5 — P 2P 4 =  1)
it follows that p8 =  and Ps =  1+p*p<, and hence the first condition
0 =  PaP s -  PsPi =  P4^ f-  ~ i i ff£iP7 =  -  . Then p7 =  0 and p8 =  0. So we get the
matrix
24
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9 i 94 97 n 7*4 7-7
92 95 98 7*2 7*5 7*8
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 P i Pa 0
0 0 0 P2 1+P2P4P i 0
0 0 0 P3 P6 P9
Since the matrix P is invertible, it follows det P  = pg ^  0. Hence for each 
A  € S tab^Z j) with pi ^  0, A  has the above form of 6 x 6 matrix relative to the 
ordered basis B with the property det A  = (det P )3 =  pg ^  0. Thus, the matrix Q 
is completely determined by matrix P, and matrices P and R have a total of 12 
variables. Hence din^Stab^Zj)) = 12.
Case 2 . Suppose p\ =  0 .
The second and third condition follow that p2p7 =  0 and p2p4 =  — 1. Then p2 0, 
and hence P7 = 0. So the first condition follows that p4p8 =  0, then p8 =  0 since 
p4 =  -  A  o. Thus we get the matrix
•
9i 94 97 7-1 7-4 7-7
92 9s 98 7-2 7-5 7*8
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 _ J _  
P2
0
0 0 0 P2 P5 0
0 0 0 P3 P6 P9
with det A  =  (det P )3 =  Pg #  0. So the case pi =  0 corresponds to an 
11-dimensional submanifold of the 12-dimensional manifold S ta b * ^ ) .  
From the above two cases we see that we can always use pi as one of the 
coordinates in every local chart for S ta b * ^ ) . If pi ^  0, we get the local
25
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coordinates given in the first case. If px =  0, we get an 11-dimensional 
submanifold of S ta b * ^ )  corresponding to px =  0 .
From Theorem 3.3. we know that the modular function D of the double coset 
space V  := Adc\Aut*(g)/Stab(/o) is D(A*) = (yX-A*) =  |det.A*|_l =  |det.4.| 
for every 4̂* € A d^A d^  • Stab(/0), i.e., A  € Stab*(/0)- And from the previous 
two cases, we already got | det.A| =  |p;j|, V4 £ Stab*(M> which is not identically 
1. Therefore there does not exist an invariant measure on V  since the modular 
functions A and 6  of Ad^\Aut*(0) and A d^A d^  • Stab(/0), respectively, do not 
agree on the subgroup A d^A d^ • Stab(/o) for lQ =  Z\. We next show the same 
result for general functionals /0 6  QmMax-
For each l0 6  0Mai, we know already that there exists an automorphism Aq of g 
such that A^Zj = Io. Then it follows that
Stab*(/0) =  {A  € Aut(g)| A ' lQ =  /<,}
= {A e  Aut(g)| A 'A IZ I  =  A & )
=  (a 'a a o Y z ; = z ; }
= -z ;  = z ; } a ^ 1
=  A>{B e  Aut(0)| B-z;  =  z ; } a ; ‘
= -4oStab‘ ( Z;)A ^ '
So for every A  € Sf,ab'(/Q). A  = AqCA^ 1 for some C e Stab'(Z3*). And hence 
|de t.4 | =  [ =  |detC| =  |p||, which is not identically 1 either. 
Therefore we obtain the same conclusion that there is no invariant measure on 
the double coset space Ad*\Aut*(g)/Stab(/0).
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5. Explicit Calculations for ^ 3  2
1
(det P )2
B rief O utline. There are seven lemmas and one verification in this long chapter 
for g =  Tz,z- We make a brief outline here.
By using the matrix format in the Proposition 4.1. , we find an almost global 
coordinate patch for Adc\Adc • S ta b * ^ )  in Lemma 5.1. In Lemma 5.2. we find 
a right and left Haar measure on A dc\A dc • Stab’(/0) with respect to the 
coordinate patch in Lemma 5.1. So its modular function is 6  =  js = (detlp)? In 
Lemma 5.3. we find an almost global coordinate patch for Adc\Aut(g). Then 
with respect to this patch, we figure out a right and left Haar measure on 
Adc\Aut(g) in Lemma 5.4. Hence its modular function is A  =
In Lemma 5.5. we construct automorphisms pf of g related to automorphisms 
cr®<j. Then we find a cross-section X  for Adc\Aut(g)/Stab*(i0) in Lemma 5.6. 
Furthermore, in Lemma 5.7. we show to which element of X  the composition of 
two elements of X  corresponds since X  is not a group. Then we use this concrete 
cross-section to verify the relative invariance for g = Fz,2 - This is the purpose of 
Chapter 5.
Throughout this chapter we have two ways to construct bases for Fz,2• One 
involves norms, another does not. We build them here, and later just cite them 
for the hypothesis of each lemma.
C onstruc tion  1 . Let g =  F 3 ,2 , 02 =  [0 , 0], and let 0* be the dual space of 0 . 
Choose a basis {Yi, Y2> Yj} for 0 /g 2. Pick \ \  € Y, Vi =  1, 2 ,3. Let Z\ =  [Y2, Y3],
Z2 =  [Ys, Yi], Zz =  [Yi, Y2], and these are independent of the choice of Y, € Y,. 
Then B := {Zu Z2, Z3, Yi, Y2, Y3} is a strong Malcev basis of g through g2.
2 7
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Let B* := {Z*, Z2, Z3, Y*, Y2 , F3*} be the dual basis of B in g*, so B* is a 
Jordan-Holder basis of g*. We know g 2 =  SpanR{Zx, Z2, Z3}, let 
gx := SpanR{Yi, Y2, Y3}, g'2 := SpanR{Z1*, Z\,  Z3*}, and q{ := S p a n ^ y ; ,  Y2\  F3*}. 
C onstruction  2. Let g = ,F3i2, g2 = [g , g], and let g* be the dual space of g. Give 
g a norm respecting Lie bracket, and use the operator norm on g*. Let g i be the 
orthogonal complement of g2 in g. Choose an orthonormal basis {Vi, Y2, V̂ } for 
g i ,  then let Z x =  [*27*3], 2 2 -  [y3,^i], and Z3 =  [Yi,Y2]. Since g is equipped 
with a norm respecting bracket (which is defined at the first page of Chapter 6) , 
by Lemma 6.1. it follows that B := {Z 1, Z2, Z3, Yx, Y2, ^3} is an orthonormal basis 
for g through g2. Let B* := {Z *, Z2, Z Y * ,  Y2 , K3*} be the dual basis of B in g*, 
then B* is also an orthonormal basis for g* by Lemma 6.2. We know 
g 2 = SpanR{Zi, Z2, Z3} and gx =  SpanR{yi, F2, r 3}, let 
g2 := SpanR {Zj, Z2*, Z \ j  and g* := S p a n jjy ; ,  Y2 , Y3*}.
Note. If the hypothesis does not require a norm of g to respect the Lie bracket, 
then we can just build a basis B* for g* by Construction 1., then give g* a 
Euclidean metric and corresponding norm by making B* orthonormal.
Lem m a 5.1. Let g =  T 3̂  and pick a basis B for g just as we did in 
Construction 1. Let Cs be the set of all A  G Aut(g) such that A  relative to the 
basis B has 6 x 6 matrix
j*(l+P2P4) P2P9 P2P6 -  +  P2P4) n n 0
~PiP9 PIP9 P3P4 -  P1P6 0 0
0 0 1 TZ r6 0
0 0 0 Pi P i 0
0 0 0 P2 1+P2P4Pi 0
0 0 0 P3 P6 P9
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with pi €  R, P 1P9 7̂  0,  Vi =  1 , 2 , 3 ,4 , 6 , 9 ,  and rj £  R, Vj =  1 , 3,4 , 5 , 6 .  We claim 
that Cs is an almost global coordinate patch for Adc\Adc • Stab’iZ^).
Proof. Since Adc is normal in Aut(g), and Stab^ZJ) is a subgroup of Aut(g), it 
follows their product Adc • Stab^Zj) is a group, we first need to re-parametrize 
cosets Adcs £ Adc • Stab*(Z3).
For every X  £ g, let X  =  £ ? =l z,Zi +  yfYi. Since g is two-step, we know 
Adexp(x) =  exp(ndx) =  /  +  adx . Since adx Yx =  [X, Yi] =  y3Z2 -  y2Z-3 , 
adx Y2 = [AT, Y] = ~yzZ\ + Y\Z2, adx Y3 = [X, I 3] = i/2 ^ 1  — yi^2, and 
(adx)|g2 =  0 , ^  follows
[Adexp(,Y)]s =
1 0 0 0 -1/3 1/2
0 1 0 1/3 0 —1/1
0 0 1 -V 2 1/1 0 $3x3
0 0 0 1 0 0 03x3 hx3
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
In Proposition 4.1. we have shown already that for almost all s £ S ta b * ^ )
Mb =
f l { l + P 2 P \ ) -P 2P9 P2P6 -  j*7(l+P2P4) n u r i
- P aP b P1P9 P3P4 -  PlP6 r 5 r$
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 Pi Pa 0
0 0 0 P2 1+P2P4Pi 0
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Then
AdGs
= {AdexP(̂ )s| X = ^2 ZiZ< + £  y*Y" Vz*’ Vi e R}
1=1 i= l
— { Adexp( x)s\ [ Adexp( x) s] b —
where the 3 x 3  matrix
R + SP  
r i r4 r7 
r2 r5 r8 
0 0 0
Q R Q R + S P
0 P 0 P
,Vyi 6 R}
0 “ P3 2/2 P i P4 0




_ -2 /2 Pi 0 . P3 P6 P9 _
r i  +  P3P2 ~  P2P3 r4 + p6y2 -  i±Jf£iP3 r7 + p9y2 
r2 -  P3J/1 +  Pi 1/3 r5 -  PePi + PaVz r& -  pgyx
P 2P 1 ~ P lP 2 i± E 2 £ i„ ,  _Pi Pi -  p m 0
Since the condition of s 6  S ta b * ^ )  is p4pg ^  0, we re-coordinate the matrix 
R + SP  by letting
si =  r2 - p 3Pi +  Pi2/3 
s2 =  r7 + p9y2 
S3 =  ra ~  P 9P 1
Then we have unique solution
t 1 f 1 Pi =  ( — ra)  s3
P9 P9
/ 1 x 1
3/2 =  ( ----------r 7 ) -H-------- S 2
P9 P9
,  1 , P3 x . 1 P3
2/3 — ( -------- r 2 H------------ T’s ) -d------- S x --------------
P9 P lP 9  P i  P lP 9
S3
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We get 2/3 by means of y i  and y i  since
s i = r 2 -  p 3y i  +  pxVz  =  r 2 -  jgr8 +  ^ s 3 +  P11/3 , it follows
p m  = ( - r 2 +  % r8) + S l -  2aS3.
Let
P  =  P ( P l ,P 2 ,P 3 ,P 4 ,P 6 ,P 9 )
#  =  ■R(rl) r 2, r 4 , r 5 , r 7 , r 8)
S  =  5 ( s i , s 2 , s 3 )
Pi P i 0 ri r.i ^7
for each P  = P2 l +P2P4 Pi 0 r2 r5 r8
.  Pz P6 Pg _ 0 0 0
, and triple (s1? s2, s3).
Then we replace t/i, y 2 , and y3 by their corresponding identities in each entry of 
3 x 3  matrix R  +  S P  to obtain
R  +  S P  :=
R i ( P ,  R ,  S )  R a ( P ,  R ,  S )  s 2 
s i  R s ( P , R , 5) s3 
R z { P , R , S )  R e ( P , R , S )  0
Let’s figure out the explicit formula for each R i { P ,  R , S ) ,  i  =  1 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 .
R l ( P : R , S )
=  n  +  p 3y2 -  P2J/3
=  r i + P 3( - ^ 7 +  ^ s 2) - p 2( - £ r 2 +  ^ r 8 +  T.S! -  ^ s 3)
=  (n  +  f j 2
P9 ' ’ P9 P i  P1P9 ”  P i
Elr _  E2£lr ) _  Els +  Els +  E2£l5
P9 7  P1P9 8 '  P i P9 P lP9
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R*(P,R,S)
= p2VI -  Pi 2/2
=  P i i j - J s  -  ± S 3 )  -  P i ( - £ r 7 +  ± s 2 )
= (jjr7 + ™r«) “  ^ S2 -P9 P9 P9
r4 + P62/2 ~ kt$ f ±yz
-  r4 + P e ( - ^ r 7 +  ^So) -  i±ff£i(- m r 2 +  ^ r 8 +  ^rs i -  ^ S3)P9 PI Pi P1P9 Pi P1P9
( i t ^ r a  +  r4 -  ^ r 7 -  ffiQ+E2£iIr8) _  I±S*±s +  E*s +  E2il+£2Eils
V P i 7 4  P9 ' P?P9 8y P i 1 P9 J  PIP9
P5(P ,P ,S )
= r5 -  p6t/i +  P-42/3
= r5 -  p6( ^ r a -  ± a3) +  p4( - £ r 2 +  ^ r 8 + £ s x -  ^ s 3) 
= ( - * r 2 +  r5 -  “ ^ £ i r 8) + JJSl + “ ^ s 3,
P s(P ,P ,S )
_  i±E2E±/_i_r — L5.) _  p ,(—i-r7 +  -LS2)
P l P9 8  P9 ,5; P9 7  P9
= (Eir +  i±E2£ir ) _  Eis  _  i±£2£is
P9 '  P1P9 8 '  P9 * PIP9 8
Let 5 =  0, i.e.,
/  \  
si
S2 
\  S3 )
'  o '
0
V 0 /
. Then we have unique solution
1
2/i =  — r8 
P9
1
2/2 = ------ r 7
P9
1 , P3
2/3 =  r2 + -------
Pi P 1P 9
r$
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to make a unique automorphism A.dexp̂ 3_ iJr.v,.jS in the coset Ad<;s with 
[Ade*p(E?=lw«)s]B
5 f ( i + P 2P4 ) — P 2 P 9 P2P6 -  g ( l  + P 2P4 ) R d P , R ) R a( P , R ) 0
-P4P9 P1P9 P3P4 -  P1P6 0 R s ( P , R ) 0
0 0 1 R z ( P , R ) R * (P ,R ) 0
0 0 0 Pi P a 0
0 0 0 P2 1+ z mp i 0
0 0 0 p3 P6 P9
where each R j ( P ,  R)  :=  R j ( P ,  R , 0 ) ,  V j =  1 , 3 , 4 , 5 ,6 ,  i.e.,
D 15  S \ . P2 Pz P 2P 3R i { P ,  R)  =  n  +  — r 2  r 7  r 8
Pi P9 P 1P 9
R ,(P ,g )  = %  +  ^ r ,
P9 P9
D / f i a  _  1 + P 2 P 4 _  P 6 _  P 3 ( 1 + P 2 P 4 ) _
R a \P i rt) =  ------ 2 r2 +  r 4  r 7 ------------2----------r8
P i  P9 P 1P 9
d  1 3 S\   P4 _ , _ P 1P 6 PzPa _/tsf/-', it) =  r2 +  r5 ------------------r8
P i  P 1P 9
B t (P ,R )  =  ^ r 7 + I+?2P4r,
P9 P lP 9
•4 ^
Notice that Rk(P, R, S) =  Rk{P,  R) +  { a linear function in s,- with rational
coefficients in pj }










* f ( i +P2P4 ) -P2P9 P2P6 -  j^(l +P2P4 ) ri T4 r7
Q = -P4P9 PlP9 P3P4 “  PlP6 , and R  = r2 r5 ra
0 0 1 0 0 0
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we have th e  coset
Adc s
{ A d ^ p ^ ^ s l  Vi e R, * = 1,2, 3}
/ II55
=  < Adexp(£?=l ViKi)Sl < V2 = — Lr-r -)— LgjP9 '  P9 i
K 2/3 = ----- - T o  +  -23-r a  +  —  S i ------ 23_S3P i 1 P lP 9  8  P i 1 P lP 9  J
> Si 6 R, Vi =  1,




R\{P, R, S) R*(P, R, S) 52 
R =  5 i  R 5 (P,R,S)  s 3  
R 3 ( P, R, S)  R*(P,R,S)  0 
(2/i,2/2, 2/3) to make unique A d ^ ^ ^ s  € Adc s with





Thus for each s G Stab^Z-J), we get unique
R x ( P , R )  R a( P , R )  0 
R° ' .=  0 R s { P , R )  0
R 3( P , R )  R « ( P , R )  0
automorphism A d ^ ^  y.jS G Adcs. Since each entry Pi of P3 x 3  and rj of R 3 x 3  
varies in R  with p\pg ^  0, from the formula we know each Rk{P, R) also varies in 
R, Vi =  1, 2,3,4,6,9, j  =  1 ,2 ,4 ,5 ,7,8, k  = 1,3,4,5,6. Since each entry in Q3 x 3  
depends on pi, let all pi and r, vary in R  (pip9 # 0 ) ,  we get almost the whole 
group Stab*(Z|) except a subset with measure zero. Since we already got unique 
automorphism from each coset Ad^s, which automorphism depends on each p,
34
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and Rk,  let C s  be the collection of all those unique automorphisms. Explicitly,
Cs := {A  € Aut(g)|p,-, Rk € R  (pipg ^  0 ) ,  Vi =  1, 2 ,3 ,4 ,6 ,9, Vk = 1,3,4
with
Jf(l + P 2P 4 ) - P 2P9 P 2P 6 -  5 f ( i + P 2P 4 ) *1 R4 0
~PiP9 P 1P 9 P 3P 4 — P 1P 6 0 R* 0
0 0  1 Rs R« 0
0 0  0 Pi Pi 0
0 0  0 P-2 1+P2P4Pi 0
0 0  0 P3 P6 P9
We next verify that different elements of Cs  lie on different cosets. If this is done, 
then we obtain an almost global coordinate patch for AdG\AdG • Stab*(Z3).
For every distinct A ,  A!  €  Cs,  we know A  6  AdGs and A!  6  AdGs' for some
s, s'  6  S tab^Z j). Let [«4]s =
Q3x3 •̂ 3x3
03x3 ^3x3
and [A!]b  =
Qsx3 DiOn 3x3
03x3 P'3x3
as above matrix. Then AdGs =  {Ad3s|[Adps]s =
Q3x3 R3x3
03x3 ■̂ 3x3
y S e  R 3} and





O CO X CO ^3x3
,V5 € R 3}. Since A  and A 1 are
distinct, it requires that at least one p,- 7  ̂p' or Rj ^  R'y tf  pi ^  p' for some 
i 6  {1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,6 ,9}, then P3x3 ^  P3x3, so AdGs ^  AdGs'. Suppose pi =  p-,
Vi =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,6 ,9, i.e., P  =  P '. If Rj #  R'j for some j  G {1,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 }. For 
example,
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let Ri ^  R[, i.e., P i ( P ,P ,0) A R[(P',R', 0 ) =  R\{P,R! ,0).
By formula of Ri(P, R , S) we get
Ri{P ,R ,S)  = R i ( P ,R , 6 ) - ^ S i  + ^-s 2 + — s3
P i  P9 P lP 9
^  P ; ( P ,P ',0) - ^ 5l +  ^ s 2 +  ^ s 3
P i  P9 P lP 9
=  R f i (P ,R ! ,S )
=  P '^P ', P ',S )
So Ri ( P , R , S )  7£ R[(P', R!, S), then P 3x3 ^  P 3x3, and hence Adcs ^  Ad^s'. 
Similarly for other cases R i ^  R\ with i = 3 ,4 ,5 ,6 , we obtain the same result. 
Therefore different elements of Cs always lie on different cosets. One concludes 
that Cs is an almost global coordinate patch for Adc\Adc • S tab^Z j).
L em m a 5.2. The previous lemma says that Cs is an almost global coordinate 
patch for Adc\Adc • Stab^Zj). With respect to Cs we claim that
■^dpidp2dp2dp4dp6dp9dridr3dr4dr5dr6
r  9
is a left Haar measure and
A dp 1 dp2 dpz dp 4 dp$ dp$ dridr^dr^dr^drs 
is a right Haar measure on Adc\Adc • S ta b * ^ ) .
Proof. Given Aq 6  Cs, for each A  € Cs,  let A  =  AqA. Since C s  is not a group, A  
may not be in Cs-  We want to get the corresponding automorphism A! 
associated with A  such that A! € Cs-  Then we can calculate the determinant of 
the Jacobian of the map A  •— > A! at the point A  in order to figure out a left 
Haar measure on the quotient group Adc\Adc • S ta b * ^ ) .
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Given Aq £ Cs, for each A £ Cs, we know Aq £ AdGso and A € AdGs for some 









at a4 0 Cl c4 0 Pi P4 0




.  ° 3 ae Og .  C3 Ce 0 Pz P6 p9 .
R = , and B and Q are determined by A and P respectively,
r 1 r4 0 
0 r5 0 
r3 r6 0




Q R BQ BR + CP $3x3 #3x3
0 P 0 AP 03x3 P'3x3
p -





, let [s0 s]s = Q'
R'
P'
where # ' is an unknown 3 x 3  matrix
1 '4r'A t'7




=  {Ad3(s0s)|[Ad9(s0s)]B =
Qz3x3
03x3
f RX{P',R!,S) s2 ^
si Rs(P',R!,S) s3
\  Rz(P',R',S) R6(P',R',S) 0 j  
PLz
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Thus, the corresponding automorphism A!  € Adc(sos) associated with A  in the 
coordinate patch Cs has the matrix
[^]»  =
Q'3x3
(  RxiP^R^O) R4(P',R',0) 0 ^  
0 R 5 (P ' ,R ' , 6 ) 0
V R3(P',R', 0) Rs(P',R',Q) 0 )
03x3 P'3x3
Note that we still have not known each R i ( P ' , R ' , 6) yet, since 3 x 3  matrix R'  is 
unknown. But we will figure out later. First, let’s calculate matrices P '  and R.
P'
A3X3T3X3 
a 1 CI4 0
i±22Sl 0* ai
CL3 CL 6  O g
Pi Pi 0
P2 1+P2P4Pi 0
. P3 P6 P9 _
aiPi + O4P2
a2Pi +
alP4 +  CZ4 l+p*P4 0
^ 4  +  ^ ^ ^  0
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For the entry l+jpp* of the last matrix, we need to check it equals 
a2P 4 + Iy ^ e*.
1 + P2P4 
Pi
_ 1 + (a2Pi + 1±“3aip2)(a1p4 + fl4i±B2P.4)
a [Pi +  a4p2
_ a[02PiP4 + a2a4P2P4 * + a2ai + (1 + a2a4)p2p4 + a4p21+“2a'11+̂ p4
a iP i +  ^4P2 a lPl +  04P2
1 +  a2Q4 1 ■+■ P2P4 
=  a 2p 4 H----------------------------ai pi
For the matrix i?
R











— fl2 Gg G2 C6 _  sir0 1 '












^ i  =  ( 1  +  a 2 a 4 ) r i  +  ( a 2a 6 —  j j ^ ( l  +  a 2a 4 ) ) r 3 +  C i p i  +  C 4P 2
? 2  =  —a^a^Ti +  (a3a4 — a i06)r3 +  cgp2
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r'3 =  r3 +  c3pi +  c6p2
^4 =  “ ( !  +  “ 2 0 4 )7-4 -  a2a9r5 +  (a2a 6 -  j £ ( l  +  a 2a 4) ) r 6 +  Cip4 +  c4i i ^ £i 
fg =  —a 4a gr 4 +  a i a 9r 5 +  (a 3a 4 -  a i a 6) r 6 +  c51+£ Pi 
f'6 =  r6 +  c3p4 +  c6
Since .4 € Adc(s0s) with [«A]s =
Q' R  
0 P'
, it follows
R d P ' ,R ' ,S ) R4 ( P ' , r ' , s ) s2
M
R e  { SI R5 (P',R' ,S) s3 : S = S2
_ R 3 ( P ' ,R ' J ) ReiP '^R 'J )  0 V 53 /
€ R 3}
/ \To
Thus if we let S  = , we should get five equations: r'k =  Rk(P', R1, S ),0
v 0 1
k =  1 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 .
Next, let’s try to get Rk(P',R', 0), and recall that
Rk(P', R!, S) =  Rk(P', R!, 0) +  {linear function in s,}, Vi =  1,2,3.
Since
+  “204)7* 1 +  (“2fl6 -  J (1  +  a2a4))r3 +  CiPi +  c<&2
= R l {P',R',S)
40
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it follows
R i ( P \ R ' ,  0 )
=  (1 +  ^204)^1 +  (02^6 — ^-(1  +  o2a4))r3 4 - Cipi +  c4p 2 +
=  ^-(1 + +  (a2a6 — ^ (1  +  a204))^3 +  C1P1 +  C4P2
a 2P i + ' +<1*a 4 P2
+  a lPi+a4P2 ( ~ a 4Q9r i  +  ( a 3a 4 -  a l a 6) r 3 +  c5p 2)
a2Pi + p2
=  (JO- +  “2^4) ~ “4^9 a-pi+“ip2 > 1
a 2p  j -j. i ± 2 2 £ i pn
+(a2a6 -  ^-(1 +  a2a4) +  (a3a4 -  aia6) aiPl+°*p., ~ > 3 +  rational(P)
=  —22Ei j. _  oafiiioa^ +  rational(p).
< J iP l+ “ 4P2 1 a i P i+ a 4 P 2  J  '  '
Since
f ' =  r3 +  c3px + c6p2 =  P 3( ^ ,  5) =  P 3(P', R', 0 ) -  & • 0 -  g  • 0 ,
it follows
P 3(P ', R',  0) = r3 4- c3pi +  c6p2 =  r3 4- rational(P).
Since
P4 = Zfl1 + a2°4)r4 — <Z2a9r5 + (02a6 — ^(1 + a20“i))r6 + clP4 + c4^“̂ £i
= R 1(P /, JR',5)
=  P ^ P ' ,  R',  0) -  l- ^ s ,  +  f 9 • 0 +  • 0
and we know I+p,2P i =  a2p4 4- 1+°2Q41+p2£-4,
Pi <n p i ’
it follows
p 4(p ,!-R,.o)
=  ^ (1  +  a2a4)r4 ~  02^9^5 +  (02^6 — jj^(l +  +  Cip4 4- c4 1+p*p4 4-
=  ^ (1  + a2a4)r4 -  a2a9r5 4- (a2a6 -  ^-(1 +  a2a4))r6 +  Ctp4 +  c4i±^ £i
a„p4 + i ± “2£4.i±E2£4.
+  aT F f l c u p / 1- - ( - Q4 Q9r i  +  (<1304  -  a i a 6 ) r 3 +  c 5p 2 )
a.p 4 +  l± 2 2 M i± E 2 £ l a. p 4 + i± 2 2 2 ± i± E 2 £ l
=  04^9—  *L n  +  (a3°4 -  a ifl6)— z ' L , ’1 -r301PI+04P2 '  '  OlPl+<MP2
+^•(1 4- a2a4)r4 -  a2a9r5 4- (a2a6 -  ^ (1  4- a2a4))r6 +  rational(P).
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Since
fg =  - a 4a9r4 +  a ^ g ^  +  (a3a4 -  a ia6)r6 +  c51+̂ £■
= R 5( P ' , R j )
= Rs(P’,R f , 0 ) + ^ s l + ^ ^ a ,  
it follows
/&(/*, # ,5 )
=  —a4 a9 r4 +  a4a9 r3 +  (0304 — aiag)^  +  C5 
= - a 4 a9 r4 + a4a9 r5 + (a3a4 -  a ia6)r6 +  c5-+̂ p4
aiP4+04 i±£2£i
 aip7+a4pi (- a -ta9r i + (a3a4 -  aia6)r3 + c5p2)
, > « * * » * «
=  “•>“» . , „ t w  r ' -  (“l0j ~ ° las) r3
—a4agr4 +  aiagfs +  (a3a4 — aia6)r6 +  rational(P).
Since
fe = r6 + c3p4 +  c e i^ jp  
= R 6 ( P ' ,R ' J )
=  JR6( F , ^ , 0 ) - 5 f - 0 - ^ - 0 ,  
it follows 
fleU M '.O )
=  r6 +  c3p4 +
= tq +  rationai(-P).
Thus we obtain all Rk{P', R', 0), and hence we get the corresponding 
A! € Adc(s0s) associated with A= AqA such that A' 6  Cs-
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Then the determinant of the Jacobian of the map A A! at point A  is
det
=  det
[3(Pl, P2> P3> Pai P6> P9> > -̂ 3) R-Ai R51 R&)
L ^ (P l j P2> P3> PAi P6> P9j I'll ^3» *̂4> 1*5)
dp'i
= det
( m )  (§&.)
LKOPjJsxe 5x5 J
(8) 
L ( $ )
06x56x6










d{PuP2, Pz , PA, Pf >, P<) )
=  det
C i 0 4 0 0 0 0
a2 1+0204a t 0 0 0 0
0 3 0 6 flg 0 0 0
1+P2P4
' pi a*fi 0 O l +  0 4 ^ - 0 0
1+P2P4
p! < 0 o3 +  a6^ 0 9 0
0 0 0 0 0 Og
P2



















d{Ri,R.3, R4 , R$, Re)























j^ (l +  a2a4) —a2a9 0206 — ^-(1 +  02^4)
“1P1+04P2 








^ ■ (l+ 0204) —0209
— 0409 Ô Og
alPl + a4?2
(ag(l + a2a4) -  a2a4a|)
— Qc Pi
aipi +  a4p2
(det . 4 ) ^
(detP ')V , 
(det P )3Pi
ai
0304 — 0 ^ 6  
1
Hence
det =  det W 1] det
'dRi'
6x6 dr-j 5x5
d(Pi»P2> P3) P4» P61 p'9, Ru Rz, R4 , Rs, Rfi)
^ ( P l ) P 2 i P3i P4? P 61P9) *̂1» ^3> ^*4) 7*51 ^ j )
(detPQVt (det P ,)3p1 =  (det P')6 _  p f  
(de tP )3pi (detP )3Pi (de tP )6 pjj
By the explanation at page 251. in [4], one concludes that
■jgdpi dp2 dpz dp4dp6 dp$ dr 1 dr 3 dr4 dr 5 dr 6
is a left Haax measure on Adc\Ad<3 • Stab*(Z|). Next step we would like to find a 
right Haar measure with respect to the same patch C5 .
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Given Aq G Cs , for each A  G Cs, let A  =  AAq. But A  may not be in Cs , we 
want to get the corresponding A! associated with A  such that A! G Cs- Since 
A  G Adcs and Aq € Adc s0 for some s, s0 € S ta b * ^ ) ,  we have A  G Adc(ss0).




0 3 x 3 P3x3
1
o CO X CO ^3x3
[A]b ~  [«A4o]s =
Q!}x3 ^3x3
03x3 ^ 3x3
and hence we can let [ s s q ] b  =
Q R B  C QB QC +  RA
0 P 0 A 0 PA
Q'3x3 3̂x3
03x3 ^ 3x3
where R '3 x 3  is an unknown matrix
r\ r'j
with the form
r 2 r's . Then
0 0 0
Adc (ss0)




Ri{P',R!,S) R4 (P ',R,,S) s2 
si R 5 (P',R',S)  s3 
\ R 3 (P',R' ,S)  Rs(P',R',S)  0 )  
PL3
, S g R3}
And the corresponding A! G Cs associated with A  has the matrix
M a  =
Q'z3x3
J3x3
(  Ri{P',R!, 6 ) Ra{P',R!, 0) 0 ^  
0 Rb{ P \ R ' ^ )  0
{ R 3 (P',R!, 6 ) Re(P',R', 0) 0 )
■̂ 3x3
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Notice that we still have not known each R k ( P \  R 1, 0) yet, but we will figure out 
later. First, let’s calculate matrices P '  and R.
P '  
P A
P i P4 0
P2
I + P 2P 4
P i
0
P3 P6 P9 _
O lP l  + O2P 4







1 + 0 3 ( 1 4  Q
ai
06 09
04Pl +  i±lfSiP4
a n0 +  1 + a ^  l + gi £ 4
n * •  D lPi
0
0
OtP3 +  O2P6 +  O3P9 Q4P3 +  1+“l2a'tP6 +  O6P9 O9P9
Pi P \ 0
P2 I+P2P4Pi 0
P3 Pe P 9
We need to check the entry of the last matrix equal to a4p2 +  L+°‘a'1 -+j£FA.pi
1 + P2P4 
Pi
_ 1 + (aiP2 + o21+£1sp4)(a4pi + 1+*faip4)
aiPi +  a2p4
_ 1 + aia4piP2 + a2a4(l + p2p4) +  (1 +  a2 a4 )p2p4 +  a2 ±̂^ 2 i p4 ^ f Ei
OlPl +  O2P4
  a4p2 (o iP i +  a2p4) +  ( 1 +  a2a 4) ( l  +  P2P4) +  a2P41±f f 2i i i J f£ i
axpi + a2p4
1 +  a2 a4 1 +  P2P4
=  O4P2 H------------------------------
0 1  Pi
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For the 3 x 3  matrix R
R
QC + RA
J * ( l  +  p2p4) - P 2P9 P2P6 -  ^ ( 1  +  P2P4 ) 




.  ° 3 C6 0
r 1 r4 0
+ 0 C5 0











r '3 r ’6 0
where
r[ =  a ^ !  +  a2r4 +  d  1 + P2P4 ) +  c3(p2p6 -  “ (1 + P2P4 ))
f'2 =  a2r5 -  C!p4p9 +  c3(p3p4 -  PiPe) 
r3 =  a ir3 +  a2r6 +  c3
=  a4r l + i±ffSir4 +  c4Jf (1 +  p2p4) -  c5p2p9 +  c6(p2p6 -  jjf(l +  p2p4))
fi — 1+0204 -  _
ai f5 — C4p4p9 + CsPiPg + C6 (p3p4 — P\ P§)
r'e =  a4r3 +  i±ffSAr6 +  c*
Since .4 6  Adc(ss0) with (y4]s =
Q' P  
0 P '
, it follows
R i ( P ' , R ' J ) R4 (P',R!,S) s2
(  \
S \
R e  { S l Rs(P',R',S) S3 : S  = s2
R 3 (P',R!,S) R6 (P',R!,S) 0 K S 3  )
€ R3}
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Thus if we let S =
( #  \
0
V 0 /
, we should get five equations: f'k =  Rk{P', R', S),
k = 1 ,3,4,5,6. From these equations we can get Rk(P', R1,0).
Since
f[ =  axri +  a2n  + ci&{l +  P2P4) +  c3(j)2P6 ~  g ( l  +P2P4))
^RxiP^R'J)
= JR1(P ',JR')0 ) - g s l +  ^ . 0 +  M . o ,  
it follows 
Ri(P',R',0)
=  o i n  +  a 2r 4 +  c t ^ ( l  +P2P4) + C 3 (P2P6 -  £7(1 +P2P4))
alP24"a2 j^ _ ^ a2r5 _  cmpg + C3(p3p4 _  pvp6))
aipi+a2P4
= + • T i S » t i y >r» + rational(^).
Since
7=3 =  a ir3 +  a2 r6 + c3 
= R3(P',R ',S)
=  J?3( P ' , f l ' , 0 ) - i - 0 - | - 0 ,  
it follows
=  a ir3 4- fl2r$ +  c3.
Since
r4 =  a4r  1 +  i±ff5ir4 +  c4^ ( l  +  p2p4) -  c5p2p9 +  C6(p2p6 -  g ( l  +  p2p4)) 
=  R4(P ',JR',S)
= i?4(P , 0) -  g  • 0 +  2 ^ ^  • 0p 1P9
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and we know l+£?Pi = + I+̂ a-t l+pi?Ei»
it follows 
Ra{P',B!, 0) 
=  a4ri +  1±̂ Lr4 + c4^ ( l  +  p2p4) -  C5P2P9 +  c6(p2p6 -  g ( l  +  P2P4))
a2P4 + *~**a-°4 *~*"P3P4
+  '  \ lPla| a4P2P1 (Q2r 5 -  CiP4p 9 +  C3(p3p 4 -  PiPe)) 
a 2p . +  l+tt2al  VtBMl
=  a4r 1 +  ^ i r 4 +  a2 QlPlaj a4P2gI - r5 +  rational(P)
Since
^5=  i±ffMr5 -  c4p4p9 +  c5pip9 +  c6(p3p4 -  pip6)
= P 5(P ',P ',S )
it follows 
P 5(P ',P ',0 )
=  ktff5Ar5 ~ c4p4p9 +  c5pip9 +  c6(p3p4 -  pip6) 
- ^ T F T + ^ r 1^ 27*5 “  ClP4P9 +  c3(P3P4 -  PiPe))
1 â Pi + *"*“a2a,l n4 _•
=  -  Q2 aT n i + a t a i  ) r 5 + rational(P)Qt i  01P1+OJP4
_E1--------,
“ lPl+OJP-l
=  — 21---- r5 +  rational(P).
Since
f '6 =  a4r3 +  +  Os
=  P6(P ',P ',S )
=  . & ( / * , # ,  3 )
it follows 
P e f P '^ O )
=  a4r3 +  I±ffSir6 +  Cq.
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Thus we obtain all Rk{P', R', 0), k =  1,3,4,5,6, and hence we get the 
corresponding A! £ Ado(sso) associated with A  =  AAq such that A! £ Cs-




O l 0 0 a 2 0 0
0 2
P i
a i  +  0 2 * 7 0 a 2 p̂ i
0 0





0 0 0 4 0
l+a2<*4
a i 0 6
0 0 0 0 0 Og















ai 0 a2 0 Ol a2
09(01 +  02—){ai det 
Pi
0 1+0204Ol 0 + 02 det 04 0 0




+  (<i±^ _ <W1 + *»M) ) + a 2 { a 2 a 2 _ a4(! + a2a j))}
ai
{(1 + 0204) — 0204}
p r ' °i
OiPt +  02P4
Ox
Pi
(det A) — 
Pi
det P 1 Pi 
det P  pi
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'dRi'
. dTj 5x5
ai 0 a2 * 0
0 ai 0 0 0,2
<24 0 a i * 0
0 0 0 pi 0aiPl+a3p4
0 <z4 0 0 1+020401
ai 0 a2 0
P' det








0 a4 0 1+0204
Ql
O i 0 a2 0 ai a2
----- —------{ai det
aipi + a2p4 0
l+ a j a 4
01
0 +  a2 det G4 0 0




QlPl +  °2P4 
Pi
P'l
Hence the determinant of the Jacobian of the map A
det P3> P4> P6> P9> ^ li -̂ 3) -̂ 4) -̂ 5t P&)
(̂Pl> P2> P3> P4t P6> P9j 7*11 f*3j ̂ *4) 7*5> Hi)
_  (det P ')pi Pi _  det P ' _  p'9 
(det P)pi Pi det P  p9
.4/ at each point A  is
=  det W ] det 'dRi'
dPj. 6x6 .dr3 . 5x5
Therefore T.dpidp2 dp3dp4 dpedp$dr 1 dr3dr4dr5dr6 is a right Haar measure on 
Adc \A dc • Stab*(Z3‘).
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Lem m a 5.3. Let g = . ^ 2, choose a basis B  for g like we did in Construction 1. 
Let CA be the collection of all automorphisms A  such that
P5P9 -  PeP8 ~  (P2P9 ~  P3P8) P2P6 — P Z P 5 r \ r4 0
~(P4P9 ~ P6P7 ) PlP9 ~  P3P7 —(PiPe ~  P3P4 ) 0 r5 0
P4P8 ~  P5P7 “ (PlP8 -  P2P7 ) P 1P5 — P2P4 r z re r9
0 0 0 P i P i P7
0 0 0 P2 P5 P8
0 0 0 P3 P6 P9
Vpi, rj e  R  with p9(pip9 -  P3P7)(det P) ^  0, z =  1,2, • • • , 9, j  =  1,3,4 ,5 ,6 ,9. 
Claim that CA is an almost global coordinate patch for Adc\Aut(g).
Proof. For every .Y 6 g, let X  =  + Y,i=i Since g is two-step, we
showed already in Lemma 4.1. relative to the basis B , Adexp(.v) bas matrix
0 - y z  2/2
where S3x3 =[Adexp(A')]s —
hxz Szxz
03x3 hxz
For each A  € Aut(g), let [A]B =
Q t x Z #3x3









P 5 P 9  ~  P&P& ~ { P 2 P 9  ~  P z P s )  P2P6 ~  P3P5
-  ( P 4 P 9  ~  P6P7) PlP9 -  P z P l  ~  (PlP6 ~  P3P4)
P4P8 ~  P5P7 “  (PlP8 — P2P7 ) PlP5 — P2P4
T\ n  r7 
T i r 5 r8 • Then 
r z  r 6 r9
, and
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I s
0 I
Q R Q R + SP




=  {Ad«p,.Y)̂ |  X  = £ “=1 z A  + £ ’=i ViY» V», 2i € R}
=  {Adexp(x)X| [Adeip(x)-4]s =
For the 3 x 3  matrix 
R + SP
Q R + S P
0 P








= 7*2 r 5 r 8 + Vz 0 - y i ro cn 00
_ r 3 r 6 r 9 _ _ ~ V 2 Vi o Pz Pe Pe
f  l +  P3 V2 ~ P2 yz r \  +  p m  -  p m ^7 +  p m  — p%yz
= T2 -  PzVl +  PlPz f*5 -  p m  +  p m r s -  P m  +  p ry z
_ r 3 +  p m  - p m re +  P5Vi ~  P m rg +  PsVi -  p m  _
In order to re-coordinate the matrix R + SP , we need to put restrictions on some 
entries of P. We choose the condition for P is
Then let
P9 #  0 and 5 := det
P i P7 
Pz P9
# 0
s i =  r<i — p zV i +  P iVz
52 =  r s - p m  + p 7Vz
53 =  r 7 +  p m  ~ P s V z
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Under the restrictions p9 ^  0 and S =  pipg -  p3p7  7  ̂ 0, we get
( -P r  , P i  ^ P t o Pi
v ' = (_ r r2 + T rs) +  7 s ' ■ 7 ‘2
, ~P% 1 , P3P8 N , P8 „ ,
2/2 =  ( - r ” r2  r7 4 7 r!j +  -Ts l +0 P9 p9 0  d
/ P9 . P3 s . P9 P32/3 = (— + -̂ -rg) + —Si —S2
"P3P8 o , 1
 7 ~ s 2 H S3P90 P9
Thus, we replace t/i, r/2, and 2/3 by the above corresponding identity in each entry 
of R + SP, and denote
P  := P (pi,p2, • • • ,P9) corresponding to matrix P3x3,
P  := i2 (rt,r2, • • • , r9) corresponding to matrix P 3x3,
S  := S (s i,s2,s3) corresponding to triple (s i,s2,s 3).
Then we can denote matrix
R + S P  =
Pi (P, R, S) Ri{P, P , 5) s3
si P 5(P, P ,S ) s2
P 3(P ,P ,S )  P e (P ,P ,5 ) P 9(P, P , 5)
, and hence
Adc«4
=  {Ads>i| [Ad9X]s =
R 3}
<3
R i(P ,R ,S )  i?4(P ,P ,S )  s3 
si P 5(P ,P , 5) s2 
^ P 3(P, P , 5) Pg(P, P, 5) P 9(P ,P ,S )  y 
P
Let’s figure out the explicit formula for each Rk(P, P , 5), A: =  1,3,4,5,6,9.
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Ri(P,R,S)
= ri+ Pzy2 -  P2J/3
=  r t + r t ( = ? r 2 -  ±rr + ^ r 8) +  f 8l +  = Jp-s2 +  ± s 3) 
~P2((zf - r 2 +  ^ r 8) +  ^S i  -  ^-s2)
=  ( r i  +  23£iz£3£sr2 _  j j f7 _  B»feffigBt t l r ,)
_ £ 2£9^£3£8 , ,  4. 23s , P3(P2P9~P3Pa)
<5 p9 P9<? 5 2 >
Rz(P,R,S)
=  r 3 + p 2 y l -  Pi 2/2
=  r3 +  P2{{=f Lr2 +  ^-r8) +  -  ^-s2)
- P . ( ( ^ r a -  i r 7 + B J r .)  +  f », +  ^ g f  S2 + £ * )
=  (“ V “ r2 +  r 3 +  g r 7 +  E itezEaEilr,)
P 1 P 8 -P 2 P 7  „ _  £ i c „ _  P l(P 2 P 9 ~ P 3 P a) „
(5 Sl P9 3 p9tf *2’
R±(P, R, S)
=  r 4 +  p 6 y 2 -  p 52/3
=  +  P6( ( ^ f r 2 -  i r 7 +  ™ r 8) +  f Sl +  = g p s 2 +  £ * )
- P s t t^ f  rt + ? rs) + “ si -  f ' i 2 l 
= (“ ? « r 2 + r4 -  g r 7 -  ial£sa=£5Ealr,) 
+  “ s3 +  p (w y ,*>«„
iMP,.R,S)
=  r 5 -  Pe2/i +  PaVz
=  r 5 ~  P e ( ( - f r 2 +  ^ -r8) +  f  s i  -  * -s2)
+P4((^f r2 + ^ r 8) + a Sl _ J&S2)
=  (-E4£2z£S£7r2 +  rg _  El£6z£2£4r8)
+P*E*̂ E2ElSl +  P1P6~P3P4S2)
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R s ( P , R , S )
= r6 + PsVi -  P4V2
= r6 + p 5({z§Lr2 + *fr8) +  -  f s 2)
- P 4 ( ( T ^  -  h r 7 +  **fr8) +  f Sl +  = g p s2 4- ± *3)5 - -  pg
=  + rs + g r 7 +  P W r y a n ,.,)
P9
P 4 P 8 -P 5 P 7  „  _  E i c ,  _  P lPSP9 P3P4P8
p9«J «2>
fl9(P ,R ,5 )
= 7g + PsJ/l -  P71/2
=  7*g + P 8 ( ( r f I r 2 +  ^ - r 8 ) +  ^ S i  -  ^ - S 2 )
- P r ( ( T r 2 -  ^ 7 +  a j r 8) +  + = ap52 +  i a3)
=  ( ^ r 7 +  +  7*9 ) -  2aS2 -  27-s3.P9 P9 37 P9 P9
Since 5  varying all R 3 makes a coset Adc-A, pick 5  =  0, then we have unique 





‘ r 2 + Pi
PlP9 ~  P3P7 PlP9 “  P3P7
“ PS 1 ,■r2  r7 +
-7-8
P3P8
PlP9 P3P7 ” P9 P9(PlP9 ~  P3P7)
7-8
- p 9
-r2 + P3 "7*8
PlP9 ~  P3P7 PlP9 -  P3P7 
to make a unique automorphism Adexp̂ 3_ yiy.)A € AdcA for each A  € Aut(g) 




f  R X{ P , R )  R i ( P , R )  0 ^
0 R 5{P,R) 0
\ R 3( P , R )  R e ( P , R )  Rq{P, R) )
PzxZ
where each Rk{P,  R)  =  R k { P ,  R ,  0), k =  1,3,4,5,6,9.
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R t(P  R) = r ,  + 2 2£2Z £3£8  _ _  23 j. _  P 3 (P 2 P 9 -P 3 P 8 )r a
H  > /  1 P 1 P 9 -P 3 P 7  2 P9 P 9 (P lP 9 — P3P7)
P  R) = P\E$~£2P7.r„ 4- r , 4- a r_ + Pl(P3P9-P3P8j
3V ’ '  P lP 9 — P3P7 2  3 P9 7  P 9 (P lP 9 — P3P7)
Ra(P  R) = p*p*-pmro + r< -  2ar7 -PlP9- P3P7r2 n  Pgr  pgjpjpa-pjpyj^s
Rc.(P R) =  _Ei£2Z£8£lr„ +  r . -  £i£6Z£2£ir -
5V ) /  P 1 P 9 -P 3 P 7  2 5 P lP 9~P 3P 7
P«fP PI =  Ei£5r£5£lr- 4 . r . -L E±r_ 4. pipspe-pmP*Ta
'  ’ '  P1P9—P3P7 2  P9 P9(P1P9“ P3P7)
f l9( P ,R )  =  g r 7 + g r 8 +  r s
Thus, as P(jpi,p2 , , pg) and P ( r i , r 2 , • • • ,rg )  vary over all R 9 satisfying 
Ps{piP9 ~  P3P7)(det P) ■£ 0, each Pjt(P, P) varies over all R, A: =  1,3,4,5,6,9.
Now let Ca be the collection of all automorphisms A  of g such that relative to 
the basis B , A  has matrix
P5P9 -  PePs -(P2P9 -P3P8) P2P6 -  P3P5 f t P4 0
~{P*P9 ~  P6P7 ) PlP9 “ P3P7 -(PiPe - P 3P4 ) 0 f t 0
P4P8 “  P5P7 “ (PlPB -P2P7) P1P5 _ P2P4 f t f t f t
0 0 0 Pi P4 P7
0 0 0 P2 P5 Pi
0 0 0 P3 P6 P9
Vpi, Rk 6 R  satisfying pg(pipg -  PzPr) #  0, * =  1,2, • • • , 9, & =  1,3,4,5,6,9. Then 
we verify that different elements of Cs lie on different cosets. If this is done, that 
means Cs is an almost global coordinate patch for Adc\Aut(g).
For every distinct c, c' € Ca , we know c 6 Adc^t and d  6 Adc*4' for some 
A, A 1 G Aut(g). Let
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f  R i  Ra 0 ^ ( R[ R \  0 ^
Q3x3 0 Rs o ^3x3 0 i?5 0
and [d)B =
 ̂ R 3 Rq Rg y ^ R 3 Rq ^9 )
03x3 p3x3
1
o CO X CO ^3x3
WB =
like the above matrix in Ca - 







, VS 6  R 3.
Ri{P, R, S) Ra{P, R, S) 
s i Rs(P, R, S)
\ R 3(P ,R ,S )  R t(P ,a ,§ )  Rg(P,R ,S)
P
And it’s similar for Adg A 1. Since c #  d, it requires at least one Pi ^  p'{ or 
Rj ±  R'y If Pi ±  p'i for some i 6  {1,2, • • • , 9}, then Ado.4 ^  Adc-4'- Suppose 
P i  =  p[ for all i, i.e., P  =  P'. If Rj ^  R' for some j  G {1,3,4,5,6 ,9}. For 
example, let Ri #  R[. This means Ri(P, R,0) ^  R\{P',R!-0), then 
Ri(R, R , 0) 7̂  R[{P, R \  0)- By the formula of R i(R , R, S), we get
R i(P ,R ,S )  =  R d P , R, S )-g g E g £ « i +  %s3 +P9
PlP9 ~ P3P7 P9 P9(PlP9 ~ PzPl)
=  R[(P,R!,S) 
=  # 1(P ,,i? ',5 )
So Ri(P, R, S ) 7̂  R[(P', R \  S ), and hence Adc.A ^  Adc-A'- Similarly for other 
cases Rj ^  R ', j  =  3,4,5,6,9, we obtain the same result. Therefore different 
elements of Ca lie on different cosets. One concludes Ca is an almost global 
coordinate patch for Adc\Aut(g).
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Lem m a 5.4. The assumption is the same as Lemma 5.3. With respect to the 
coordinate patch Ca , we claim that
|P9̂ t 9; r )lrfP i ^  ' ’ ‘ dP9dr 1 dr3dr4dr5dr6dr9
is a left Haar measure and
'P*%Tt~P)«~dp\dp2 ■ ■ ■ dp9dridrzdridr5dr6drg
is a right Haar measure on Adc\Aut(g).
Proof. Given Ao G Ca, for each A  G Ca, let A! =  AqA. But A! may not be in the 
patch Ca, we would like to find the corresponding A  G Adc.4' such that A  is in 
Ca- Then we can calculate the determinant of the Jacobian of the map A  ■— > A  
at point A  in order to figure out a left Haar measure on Adc\Aut(g).
Since A q ,A  G Ca, let
(  n NC\ c4 0
*3x3
03x3
0 c5 0 
y  C3  C% Cg J
(°b) 3x3




Qz x3 0 r5 0
y r3 6̂ r9 y
03x3 (Pij) 3x3




where matrices B and Q
B c
0 A
Q R BQ B R  + CP QzxZ #3x3
0 P 0 AP 03x3 pi3x3
and hence from previous lem m a  we know the unique A  G AdqA! such that A  is 
in Ca which its matrix is
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M.- Q'z3x3
03x3
Rl(P',R ') R4(P ',R>) 0
0 R5(P',R!) 0
R3(P',R') Re(P',R') RsiP'^R') J 
PLz
So we need to figure out matrices P'  and R 1, then we will know each Ri(P ' ,  R!), 
i =  1,3,4,5,6,9. For the matrices
P'  




OiPi +  a 4p 2 +  a 7pz a xp 4 +  a4p5 +  a 7p 6 a ip 7 +  a 4p 8 +  a 7p9
O2P 1 +  05P2 +  a 8P Z  02P4 +  a 5 ? 5  +  08P6 O2P7 +  0-bP% +  a8P9
O3P1 +  Q6P2 + Ogp3 03p4 + 06P5 + a9P& a3P7 + a6P8 + O9P9
Pi P4 P7
P i P4 P7
P2 P5 P8




B R  + CP
61 64 67 n r4 0 Cl c4 0 P i P4 P7
= 62 65 &8 0 r5 0 + 0 cs 0 Pi P5 P8
h &6 69 .  r3 re 7,9 .  °z C6 Cg . Pz P6 P9 _
r'l r 4 r 7
*2 ^5 r'z
r 6 r 9
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where
rj =  +  b7r3 +  Cipi + c4p2 ,
rj =  62ri +  bsr3 +  c5p2,
rj =  b3r l +  69 r3 +  c3pi +  c6p2 +  c9p3,
rj = 61 r4 +  64 r5 +  67r6 + cxpA + c4p5,
rj = b2rA +  65 r  5 +  b8r6 + c5p5,
rj = 63 r4 +  b6r5 +  69 r6 +  c3p4 +  c6p5 +  c9p6,
rj = 67 r  9 + C\p7 + c4p8,
rj = bsr9 + c5p8,
rj =  69 r9 +  c3p7 +  c6p8 +  c9p9.
Let 5' := pjpj -  pjpj. By formulas in previous lemma we get each R i { P ' ,  R ')
P i(P ',P ')
_  -1  , PoPq—p V s / _  p j  , _  PatPnPg-PaP'a) - /-  r i "T j/ r 2 p̂ r7 r8
=  (fcxf! +  67r3 +  C1P1 +  c4p2) + ?2̂ r a£a(62ri +  68r3 +  c5p2)
-^ (& 7r9 +  clP7 +  c4p8) -  pafa?j>~p-agal(68r9 +  c5p8)
= (&i +  62p̂ / ^ a)ri +  (67 +  b/ ^ / ^ )r3 
+  68p'3(p̂ ~ p3pal)r9 + rational(P),
PaC/5' , # )
=  p'xPy ^  (62rx +  68r3 +  c5p2) +  (63r : +  69r 3 +  c3pi +  c6p2 +  c9p3) 
+ ^ (6 -r9 +  Cxp7 + c4p8) +  Pl(p̂ ^ P3P<a) (hgrg +  c5p8)
=  (b2p̂ % p̂  + b3)n  + (68& f f i gi +  69)r3 
+(67^  +  68piip2 ^ papal)r9 +  rational(P),
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R )
=  +  r '  -  g r -  -
_  p 'sP g-P gga  (b 2 r L +  6 8r 3 +  C 5P 2) +  ( 6 1  r 4 +  6 4 r 5 +  6 7 r 6 +  c t p 4  +  c 4p 5 ) 
~ ^ ( b 7 r 9  +  C \ p 7 +  c 4p 8 )  -  pa (ps ^ ~ pgp B) (fc8 r 9 +  c 5 p 8 )
_  ( 52 p'iPaz P g P a ) n  +  ( 6 8 p'5P^ ~ pgPa ) r 3 +  6 ^ 4  +  &4 r 5 +  b 7 r 6 
+  * * « £ * * >)»» +  rational(P),
P sC P ',# )
=  _ p ^ r P ^ r / +  r /  _  P l P i z M r '
=  — ^ p 9 ~ p gp 7 ( 6 2 7-l  - f  6 8 r 3 +  C 5 P 2 ) +  ( ^ 2 r4 +  ^ 5 r 5 +  ^ 8 r 6 +  C 5 P 5 )
_  Pi P g - P ag i  ( 5 8 r 9 +  c 5p 8 )
_  ( . 6 2 p^ - pg P r ) r i + ( - f c 8 p 4p9~-p gP i ) r 3 +  62r4 +  6 5 P 5  +  6 8 r 6 
+ (-6 8PlP6̂ PaPi)r9 + rational(P),
R t(P ',R ')
P'-.P'8 - P '5P 7 r /  , r / , P i r /  . P \ P s P g - P z P j P t r i  
S ,  r 2 ^ T 6 ^ p ' 9 r 7 ^  p'9i '  ' 8
_  Pj£azP5Pi(62r1 +  68r3 +  c5p2) +  (63r4 +  &6r5 +  69r6 +  c3p4 +  c6p5 +  c9p6)
+ ^{b 7r9 + cip7 +  c4p8) +  PiP'sPagaEiPa (fr8r9 +  c5p8)
=  (62p!»p8J/ ^ )ri +  (68p,<p8-p,api )r3 +  63r4 +  &6r5 +  69r6 
+ (67^  +  b/ & b -M &)r9 +  rational(P),
&>(£', # )
=  f a + f / ‘ + ^
=  ^(677-9 +  Cip7 +  c4p8) +  ^(68r9 +  c5p8) +  (bgr9 +  c3p7 +  c6p8 +  c9p9)
=  (67j |  +  68^f +  69)r9 + rational(P).
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T h u s we o b ta in  a ll R i ( P R ' ) ,  an d  hence we get un ique  A  G A d c -4 7 such th a t  A
is in  th e  p a tc h  C a - Now le t’s ca lcu la te  b o th  de t
det \ g \J 9 x 9
a\ 04 a7 0 0 0 0 0 0
&2 CLg 0 0 0 0 0 0
03 06 Og 0 0 0 0 0 0
0  0  0  a i  04  07  0  0  0
d e t o 0  0  02  05  as 0  0  0
0 0 0 0 3  0 6  0 9  0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ai a4 a7
0 0 0 0 0 0 02 05 Qa
0 0 0 0 0 0 a3 06 a9
=  (det A 3X3 )3
_  (det P ')3 
— (det P )3
dpj a n d  d e t9 x 9
[Mi16x6
det
=  d e t
'MlI 
.*■> J 6x6
bl+ b/ A - p ' A  b7 + b&! t e t M .  0 0 0
^ - M z +bz bfiA&=JteL + b9 0 0 0
b2PM ^Fk bs& az£kk bl 64 br




=  (^7^  +  +  69) (det .83x3) det
=  +  &aP8 +  6gPg)(det 8 3x3)
•{(61 +  -  (63 +  h & ^ ) { b ,  +  h ^ ^ ) }
63  b§ b$  *
0 0 0 bj^jf--{-b$Q + bgP9 P9
b1+b7PM^Ek  67 +  68P-^ ^ P i  
63 +  62PiPbEi£i 6g +  &8e lp ^ p £
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Since
02 05 O4 04
— (OlP7 +  a4P8 +  07Pg) —
03 06 03 06




(03^7 +  0&P8 +  O9P9)
=  (ai
a2 0 5 O i o4 O l a4
-  a2 +  0 3






+  0 6
Ol a4
)?8
a3 0 6 a3 0 6 02 05







0 3 06 a3 06 02 05
ai a4 Ol O i a4 04 Ol a4 0 7
= 02 0 5 a2 P7 + a2 0 5 a5 P8 + a2 0 5 08
O3 06 0 3 a3 06 06 0 3 a6 Og
P9
= (det A3X3)p9, 
it follows further that
dRi





6 l 6 7
P iP a -P jP 'r  +
5' ^
&3 69 62 &8
= (det A) (det A)2 jjr{jr(a5 (det 4̂)
62 &8
63 9̂
P'l P7 — 06 (det A) P'x Pi
P3 Pg P2 Ps
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= (detA)4g £ ( - a 4






P'a Pg Pz Pg Pa Ps
/
=  (detA )4g T d e t





0 3  a 6  Og
=  C r ip t  J ' | 5 £ i E i £ i z £ 3£ I  
 ̂ '  P 9 P 1 P 9 -P 3 P 7
_  (det P ') 5 p9 P1P9 - P 3 P7 
(det P )5 p'g P i P g—P3P 7
Pi 0 P7 \
P2 1 Ps
. P3 0 Pg _ /
Hence
^ej. f d(p' ,Pg, - ,P g .f t l , f l3 ,^ 4 ,f i5 ,f l« ,  
[  a ( p 1 .P2. ••• > P 9 iri,r3 ,r4 ,r5 ,r8 ,r t
flg)
g)
= det La?;. det9x9
aft,
arv 6x6
_  (det f t ' ) 3 (det P ') s p9 p ip 9 -P 3 P 7  
(det ft)3 (det ft)3 p'g p'iPg P3P7 
(det P ') 8 
_  p(|(p'iP'0-P-iP7)
~  (d e tP )8 
P9(PlP9~P3P7)
Therefore
|P9 (PlP9 P3P7 ) 1
(det P )8
dp\dp2 • • • dp9dr 1 dr2 dr^dr^dr&dr$
is a left Haar measure on Adc\Aut(g).
Next step we want to find a right Haar measure.
Given Ao €  CA, for each A  G CA, let A! =  A A q. But A! may not be in the patch 
CA. We want to find the corresponding A  € Ada A 1 such that A  is in CA. Let the 
matrices of A  and Ao relative to the basis B are the same as before. Then
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[ A %  — [A4o]s  —
$ R
0 P
B C QB QC  +  RA
0 A 0 PA
$3x3 ■̂ 3x3
03x3 Ps*s
From previous lemma we know A  has matrix
/
$3x3
R iiP ^R ') Ih iP 'iR ')  0 
0 R s iP 'i i t )  0 
^ Rz(P',R') R e(P \R ')  Rs(P',R') J
03x3 P‘•*3x3
—m
So we need to know matrices P' and R!, then each Ri(P', R') follows by formula.
P'
=  PA
Pi Pi P7 
Pi Ps Ps 
Ps P6 P9
a,\Pl +  O2P4 +  U3P7 a iP \  +  Q5P4 +  a6P7 °7Pl +  a8P4 +  a sP~
O1P2 +  O2P5 +  Q*Ps a iP i  +  O5P5 +  asPs 07P2 +  a sPs +  a sPs
&lPS +  a 2p 6 +  a SPS a iP s  +  G5P6 +  a6PS Q7P3 +  a sP6 +  CLsPs
P'i Pi P7
O l G4 0 7
a 2 0 5 a 8
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B!
= QC + RA
• * ■ - " ” *
91 94 97 Cl c4 0 n r4 0 a t 04 07
92 95 98 0 c5 0 4- 0 r5 0 a 2 05 08






r [ = a xr x + a2r4 + cxqi +  c3q7
To =  a2r 5 4- c{q2 + c3q8
r'3 =  a ir3 4- a2r6 4- a3r9 +  ctg3 4- c3q9
r4 =  a4ri 4- asr4 4- C451 4- C594 4- c$q7
r'5 =  a$rs 4- C4<?2 4- C595 4- c$q%
r'6 =  a4r3 4- 05^ 4- a^rg 4- c4g3 4- 05̂ 6 +  c899
r'7 = a7Ti + a8r4 4- c9q7
r8 =  a8r 5 4- c9g8
rg =  a7r 3 4- a8r6 4- a9r9 4- cg<?9.
Let S' :=  PiPg — P3P7. By formula in previous lemma, each Ri{P', Bl) is the 
following:
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Ri(P',R')
= r[ +  & ^ r > 2 -  %r'7 -  V,
= ( îTi + a2r*4 + Ci?i + C3Q7) + ?2̂ ajr â a(a2J*5 + Ci?2 + C3Qa)
- $ ( a7r i +  asn  +  c9q7) -  ^^^-P aP g^Qgrs +  Cgg8)
= (aL -  a7 JJ)n  +  (a2 -  a s ^ ) r 4 +  {a2PiP*~P3P& -  asP3̂ p?y ?3E&))r5 +  rational(P),
Rz(P',R')
_ P1P8—P2P7 -/ . r / , Pi-/ . Pl(P-iP9-P3P8)r /$' 2 ' ' 3 ' p'9r 7 ^  p»9J' 8
_ PiPg-PaPT (o2r 5 +  a q 2 +  c3<?8) +  (0 ^ 3  +  a2r 6 +  a3r 9 +  d <?3 +  czq9)
+jh(a7ri +  a 8r 4 + 0997) +  P̂ P'ip ^ PaP8̂ (a8r  5 +  c9 q&)
= (a~ ^ )r i +  ° i r 3 +  (a8^)^4 +  (a/ ^ W  +  Qs^ ^ p g r-3̂ ) ^
+ a 2 r 6 +  o 3r 9 +  ra t io n a l(P ) ,
P 4 (P ',P ')
= +  r ' -  g r '  -  ^ ^ V g
.  P5p3-P6Pa (Q2T-5 4 .  C ig 2  4 .  C 3 g g ) +  ( f l 4 r i  4 .  a . r 4  +  C4<7l 4 .  C 5?4 +  C 6 g ? )
- ^ ( a 7r i  +  a 8r 4 +  c9<?7) -  p’M p^ -pW (Qsr5 +  Cg98)
= (a4 -  a 7 ^ ) r !  +  (a 5 -  a 8 ^ ) r 4 +  (a2p'iP's~p̂ p'3 -  )r5 -F rational(P),
Rs(P',R')
_ _p&zPji£zr' . r / _  PjPg-PaPj-/
5' ' 2 “  ' 5 i' '8
_  _ P4P8-P6P'r( Q2r5 +  C l9 2  +  c 398) +  ( a s r 5  4 .  c 4 ? 2  +  c 5 q 5 +  C 6 ? 8 ) _  p'tpg~7p^ (a8r5 +  c9g8) 
= (—a2 ?*p9~p-*P7 + a 5 -  a8p^ ; P3P<)r5 +  rational(P),
R*(P',R')
- * ^ r ' 2 +  r ' +  £ r '  +  A
_ P4p'8-PsP7 (q27-5 +  c1?2 4 - c 398) 4 - (a4r 3 +  a 5r 6 +  a 6r 9 +  c4g3 +  c5q6 +  c6?9)
+ ^ ( 07^1  +  a 8r 4 +  cgg7) +  Ei£^ ^ £a (a 8r 5 4 .  cgq^)
- (°7^ ) r i +  ° 4 r3 +  (°8 ^ ) r 4 +  {a2PiP>i~PiP7) +  a8PiP5P8- W 8)r5 
+ a 5r 6 +  a 6r 9 +  ra t io n a l(P ) ,
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R9(P',R')
—  Ezr '  _ l_ E k r > r >
~  P ' J 7  +  Pg +  ^
=  ^ ( a 7rx +  CL8̂ i +  C997) +  ^-(08^5 +  C9 Q&) +  (07^3 ■+* 08^6 +  a9r9 +  c9?9)
=  (a7^ ) r i +  07^3 +  (a8jjf)r 4 +  (°8 ^ ) r 5 +  a8r 6 + a9 r 9 +  rational(P).
Thus we obtain all P ,(P ', R!), and hence we get A  € AdcA! such that A  is in the 
patch C a - Now let’s calculate two determinants, 
det dp'idpj 9x9
= det
Oi 0 0 a2 0 0 a 3 0 0
0 ai 0 0 a2 0 0 0 3 0
0 0 ai 0 0 a2 0 0 03
CI4 0 0 0 5 0 0 06 0 0
0 Q4 0 0 as 0 0 a6 0
0 0 0 4 0 0 0 5 0 0 06
a7 0 0 08 0 0 dg 0 0
0 a7 0 0 as 0 0 Og 0
0 0 a7 0 0 Os 0 0 Og
=  — det
O i 0 0 a2 0 0 o3 0 0
04 0 0 a5 0 0 06 0 0
07 0 0 a8 0 0 Og 0 0
0 O l 0 0 a2 0 0 03 0
0 04 0 0 05 0 0 06 0
0 07 0 0 a8 0 0 Og 0
0 0 O l 0 0 a2 0 0 a3
0 0 04 0 0 a5 0 0 a6
0 0 07 0 0 o8 0 0 Og
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=  d e t
O l a 2 a 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
04 a 5 a 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
a 7 a 8 Og 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 a i o2 a 3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 4 a5 a 6 0 0 0
0 0 0 a 7 as a g 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 a i a2 a 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 a 5 06
0
I)3
0 0 0 0 0 0 7 as Og
=  (d e t .4)
(det P ')3 
(det P )3
^  [ t ]
° l ~ a7% 0 02 — 08^ 
El
1 6x6
=  d e t
P9
a?Pi a x as Pg













a  2 03 
0 0
_ a2ElPlzE^ +  a 5 _ a8EiPlzEiPl 0 0
05 06 
0 8  Og
O i -  a7~? 0 02 — as jj? 0 0
a7?i a i a2 a3
04 -  a7g 0 a5 - a 8 J? 0 0
G4 a A
Pg as ae
°7S ay as ifPg as a g
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= (_a2E t o &  + a5 _  det
P3O i -  a 7 ^ a 2 - a 8 g 0 0 0
Q4  ~  a 7 j £
P9 ° 5 — ° 8 f t
0 0 0
° 7 f t 08 f t CLi a 2 0 3
° 7 f t 08 f t o 4 a s a e
° 7 f t 08 f t
a 7 a s Og
=  ( _ a 2E i£kz£^  +  a5 _  a 8Pi£kzPi£k)(det . 4 )
•{(ai -  a7^ )(a 5 -  a8jjf) -  (a2 -  a8^ ) (a 4 -  a7^ )}
_ /  _ /  _ /  _ /
P4 Pr + 05 det p;
P7 — a8 det Pi P'i
Pe Pg p'3 Pg P3 Pe
= (det.4)Jj-( — a2det 
•{(aia5 -  a2a4) -  (a^s -  a2a7)^f + (a4a8 -  a5a7)g }
Pi Pi P7 ai a4 a7
= (det .4) det a2 05 as det a2 a5 as
.  p3 Pe Pg .  ^ Pe Pg _
det .4






Oi o4 o7 
a2 as a8
0 3  0 6  Og
—  M o t -  < « \3 P 9 ( P 1 P 9 -P 3 P t )
-  l a e t  /  p ^ (p 'p ^ -p '3p'7)
_  (det P / )3P9(P1P9-P3P7) 
(det P jV g tP iP g -P iP V )
Then
1 ^ f  d(j>\ ,p7l - ,p'9 ,R l ,R 3 ,R 4 ,R s ,R « ,
[  d ( P l , P 2 j —  ,P9 ,7 1 ,73 ,7 4 ,7 5 ,7 6 ,7c
=  [ f | ]
f l9 )
9)
det [ P 1-]
19x9  L i  J 6 x 6
  (d e t P ' ) 3 ( d e tP ') 3p9(p iP9-p3P7)
(det P ) 3 (d e t P p P g ip ^ P g - p & j )
( d e tP ; )6
-  PgfriPfr-yr)
(d e t P )6 
P g (P lP g -P 3 P 7 )
\ ( 1 0 0
det 0 1 0
\ . P3 Pe p9 _
ai CZ4 a 7
a 2 as as
03 ae 09
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Therefore
\p9 iP\P9 dp{dp2 . . .  dpsdridr3dr4drsdr6dr9
(det F)°
is a right Haar measure measure on Adc\Aut(g).
M otivation. From the introductory example for 9 =  ^ 3,2, we know that a ® a is 
an automorphism of g for all a in SO(3, R). We call it the 
rotation-automorphism.
We now define dilation-automorphisms of g by
Tr : 02 ©  01  ► 02 ©  01
Vr > 0. Then rr indeed is an automorphism of g since
And define its dual r* by the inverse transpose, then
r ; ( z - , n  =  ( ^ - , x / ? n
since (r ;(Z ',y )) (Z ',V " )  = (Z -,V )(rp- ‘( Z ' , n )  = (Z ~ ,V ){ rZ ’, ^ V )
= (r Z \  v W )(Z ',  Y')  ,V(Z', Y') € 0, © 0„
Now let Iq 6 gMax be fixed, for each I € 0Mo*> there exist r > 0 and a 6 SO(3) 
such that r<7*(/o|g2) =  I |0J since any two non-zero vectors can be rotated and 
dilated into one another. Thus we get an automorphism r r o (cr ® cr) with 
(r* o (cr® a)*)lo =  rcr*(/oiS2) + n/tct*(/olBi)> hence we have the following 
relations of orbits CVr*(<7®<r)*r0 II Or<r-(i0|gJ) =  <̂ i[02 II Ot. The purpose of next 
lemma is to find an automorphism pf associated with a  such that its dual p f  
moves the orbit QT.(a®<Tyi0 parallel to Oi along the direction in g* related to a. 
Then we call p\ the translation-automorphism of g.
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Lem m a 5.5. For g =  ^ 3,2, give g a norm respecting the bracket. Let
B = {Zi, Z2, Z3, Yi, Y2, Y3] be an orthonormal basis for g built as in Construction
2, and let B* =  {Z*, Z |, Z3, Y{, Y f,  y3*} be its dual basis in g*. Fix
lQ = a\Z\ +  a2ZZ + CL3 Z 3 +  61 yj* +  h Y f  +  hYz  G g*Max, and denote it by (a, b).
Choose a cross-section for SO(3)/Stabso(3)(a)- For each I €. g\lax, let
I =  z\Z{ +  z2Z\ + Z3Z3 + 1/1 Fi* +  y2y2* +  S/3^3* =: (2 , y). We show there exists an
automorphism pf of g with cr € E such that p f l  = l + t(z iY f  +  22y2* + 23 y3*),
Vi 6  R, where cr* rotate a into the direction of z. Moreover, let 
u =  ^(aiL i*  +  a2y2* +  a3y3‘). For every (a,/3) 6  g2 © g f
p f { a j )  = {8,0 +  j j^T(<r*a,5 )a*(||a ||tZ)).
Proof. For fixed lo =  Z\ € g)ifai, let p\ be the map
p\ • 0 — > 0
Zj 1—  ̂ Z i, i — 1,2,3,
Yj 1— > Yj, j  =  1,2,
V3 1—  ̂ ^3 ~ ^ 3
then pf is an automorphism of g, and its dual p f  is
p f ■ 0* — ► 0*
Y* ^ Y f ,  * =  1,2,3,
z ;  ^ z ; , i  =  i , 2 ,
Z3* 1— y Z3 +  tY f  
We verify the dual p f  as follows:
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w r  a r m * ; - ) = YiUF'Yj) =  * ? r a .  vj =  1,2,
(pf (y?))(y3) = Y - ( p f lY3) = i? (y3 + tz3) = y *{y 3)
( p f W m Z j )  = Y*(Pt~lZj) = Y*(Zj), Vj =  1,2,3.
So p f  : 3<* •— ► 1̂ *, V* =  1,2,3.
For i =  1,2, we have
{pf {z;)){Yj) =  z ; ( p f ly}) =  v-7 =  ! -2’
(p f (z ; ) ) ( r3) =  z : ( p f lv3) = z *(y 3 +  t z 3) =  z*(y3),
(p f (Z’) ) ^ )  =  Z * (p f1̂ )  =  Zt'(Zj), Vi =  1,2,3.
So p f  : Z* > Z Vi =  1,2.
(pf (Z3*))(V') =  ^ ( p f V , )  =  zs(Vj) = ( z j  +  tv3')(Yj), Vj =  1,2, 
(pf (Z3*))(Y3) =  z ; ( p f lY3) = Z'z (Y3 +  t z 3) =  t = {Zi  +  rt3*)(y3), 
{p\'{Zl)){Z3) =  Z ^ p f 1̂ )  =  ZS(Zj) =  (Z3* +  tY^){Zj),  Vi =  1,2,3. 
So pf* : Z3 1— >• Z3 + tYf.  Thus, we get the dual p f  as desired.
For each a 6 SO(3), let a — , define
Pi P4 P7
P2 P5 Pa
P z Pe P9 ̂
pat =  (a <g> a) o pf o (a ® cr)-1
Then we get
Pf : 0 — >0
Z . Vi =  1,2,3,
Y:
Y2 i— vY2 - t p 3{aZ3) 
Y3 i— >Y3 — tp${aZ3)
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since
Pf(*i) =  (o’® a)Piip~vY\) =  {<? ® rfptiv 'Yi) = (o'® a)pet {j>xYx +  p4*2 + P 7V3) = 
0'(pi*i + P4 Y2 + p7 Y3) -  tp7 {aZ3) = Y i -  tp7 (aZ3), 
and it’s similar for I 2 and ^3. We also get the dual 
p f ’ =  (a <8> cr)* o p f  o (a-1 ® o'-1)*)
P°t : 0* — ► 0*
y? — >*?, v* =  1,2,3,
z t* H - ^ z r + tp r ^ - r ; )
Zj 1—  ̂Z3 +  tp$(c*Y3 )
z 3* H ->z3* +  tp9((7*r3*)
since
p f  (Zj) =  (o-®<r)*pf (o-_1‘Zi) =  { a Q a Y p f f a Z l  + p 4Zj + p-Z3) =
<r*(piZi + p 4^2 +  P7Z3) +  tp7 (<J*Y£) =  Zi +  tp7 (a, Y:j*) , 
and it’s similar for Z3 and Z f
Since /0 =  (o, 6) € g^0I, a ^ O .  Then there exists unique cra £ E such that
< ( p j l“) =  ^3> i-e., l |a > a- l‘Z3* =  o.
So we have
l l a l k r 1*^* =  “ 1^1* +  °2Y2 +  a 3^3*. and  pf° 1 =  (CTa_1 ® l )Pt (O'a ® °a)- 
Hence
p f 1 a =  (cr- 1 ® ^ 1 )*pf (o-o 0 aa)*(||a||cr"1*Z3*)
=  | | S | | ( a f ® 0 * P f ^
=  \\a\\(a:l'Z*z + t a : l'Y 3n
=  0 +  4(01^1* +  a^Yf + 035 3̂*)
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For each I =  (z,y) e  Q*Max, z = I|BJ ^  0. Then there exists unique (r,cr) G R + x E 
such that z — rcr*a.
So we have
Z \ Z \  +  Z 2 Z 2  4 * Z ^ Z ^  —  TCF*{CL\Z*  +  0 ,2 ^ 2  "h ^ 3 ^ 3 )  
and
Z1Y1 +  Z2 Y2 +  z ^ ^  =  r<7*{Q>iYi + 02^2* +  O3I 3*).
Now we define
pf =  (cr ® a)pata 1 (cr ® a )-1
Then
Since
p' i —pi I p f (* +  !/)
= p f{ ra 'a  + y)
= r p f  (a 'a)+  p f (y )
= r{a® oYp1a (a ® cr)-1‘(cr*d) + y 
= r{a®<ryp1a l (a) + y 
= r(a ® a)* {a +  t(aiY* +  a2Vr2* + ^ Y ^ ) )  +  y
= (r<7*a +  y) +  £nx*(aiyi* + 02!̂ * + a3V3*)
= I +  ffoYi* +  ztY.j* +  23r 3*)
Pf = (cr®<r)pf0 (a ® a ) 1 
=  (a ® a)(a~l ® a~1)pl(aa ® aa)(a ® <r)-1 
=  (aa~l ® a a - l)ft(<r<T-1 ® era"1)*1
let trcr,,1 =
P i Pi P7 
P2 P5 P8 
P3 P6 P9
, then we get pf' (Zf) =  Z\ + tp7(aaa l )*F3*,
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P f  (Zi)  =  Z 2 + tPs(™a 1)*y3*> and P f  (ZZ) = Z 3 +  t P ^ a  l)*Y3 •
Hence for every (a, 0 ) G q2 ® gj, let
OL — OC\Z* +  Ot2Z 2 0c3 ZD a n d  0 =  0lY * +  02Y2 03̂ 3 •
Then
p f  (a, 0) =  a xp f  {Z\) + OL2p f  {ZD + CL3Paf  {ZD +  p f  (0)
= oc\Z* +  a 2 Z *2 +  Q-3 Z 3 + t(p?a i +  P8& 2 +  P̂ oi3 ){<yaa l)*l3* +  0
= {a, 0  + t{p7an +psa 2 + pga3 ){(Ta~ly y 3 )
= (a, 0 + t{a 'a ;v  ZD ci )a \ -± -{axY? + a2Y f  + a3 Y3D))
INI
= {a,0 + t(o*{rl-a) ,a)a'u)
\ \ a \\
= (5 ’d +  !j42<CT‘“’5 >a ’(N I“ ))
This proves the lemma.
Lemma 5.6. Fix Iq = o.\Z* +  cl2Z2 +  <23^3 "I- b\Y f +  62Y2 +  63F3* G g^rox’ and 
denote it by (a, 6). Let £  be a cross-section of SO(3)/Stabso(3)(a)- Show
X := {pct o rr o (cr ® a)| {t, r ,cr) € R  x R + x £}
is a cross-section of the double coset space Adc\Aut(g)/Stab*(/o)-
Proof. Since fixed lo = {a, b) G gXfax> there is some coefficient di 0, 1 < i < 3. 
Without loss of generality we let 03 ^  0. Then claim 
t /0 =  g2 © +  a2 Y2 + 0313).
Since t/0 =  {Z + Y\ 10{[Z + Y, g]) =  0}, let Y  = yiY\ + y2Y2 +  t/3y'3, then it follows 
k{[yiYi +  y2Y2 +  2/3F3, y;]) =  0, Vi =  l, 2,3. If i =  1, then - a 3y2 +  a2yz =  0; if 
i =  2, then a3yi — aij/3 =  0; if i =  3, then —a2yi +  a\y2 = 0. Since a3 ^  0, we get 
Vi = %V3 and y2 =  %y3, so
7 7
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V\Yi +  y2 Y2 +  yiYz =  + ^ ^ 3^  +  ^3^3 =  ^(<21^1 + 02^2 +  azYj). Hence
C/0 =  {Z  + *^(aiFi +  02^2 +  a3^3)| Z  £ 02) 1/3 £ R"} =  02 © R(fll^l +  a2 Y2 + (I3 Y3 ),
and we see ri0 is an ideal in g. Then by Theorem 3.2.3. in [1], we know
Oi0 =  Iq +  tfc where the annihilator of t/0,
t^  = t~ = Sp{a3 Y{ — aiY^a^YJ  -  a2 Y£}, is a two-dimensional plane in g*. 
Hence we can choose a unit vector u =  p | ( a l*? + a2Y2 + °3*3*) e  9l 
perpendicular to this plane t ~. Before we go further, let’s verify one fact.
For each A  6  Aut(g) and I e  g*, claim r^ .t =  ,4*(t/-).
Proof of claim:
ci-i = { /   ̂0*1 /(u-/) = o}
= { / € 0*1 f(Avt) = 0}
=  { f  =  f ° A ~ l \ / ( t t) = 0 }
= { / =  >171 m  =  0}
= A ' { f \ f ( v l) = 0}
= i 'c ,1
For each o 6  E, since (o ® cr) € Aut(g), we get cr*t± =  (o <g> cr)*t£ =  r^.5.
Since fixed l0 =  (a, b) € Q'Max, a =  Z0|B2 7  ̂0. For each A  € Aut(g), we know 
A*lo 6  0AfaI, so (-4.*Zo) I02 #  0. Then there exists unique (r,o) € R + x E such 
that ro'a  =  (-4*Zo)|g2. Thus we get unique automorphism rr o (a ® a) with 
t * ( o  <g> a)*lo = r'(o*a  +  cr'b) =  ro'a  +  y/ro'b, and its orbit
0 T; {o ® o ) ' io  =  (ro'a  +  y/Fo'b) +  =  t o ' a +  y/Fo'b + z j . s
Let ziZ{ + z2 Z\  +  Z3Z3 = z \ — o'a, and yiY* +  y2 Y^ +  2/3K3* =  y := <r*6. Then we 
have +  Z2 Y2 +  Z3 Y3 =  a*(||a||n). Since o' rotate a into the direction of z, by 
previous lemma we know there exists pf € Aut(g) such that
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p f  { t * ( ct ®  ct) * I q ) =  p f  ( rz +  yfry) =  ( rz +  y/ry) +  t{rz{Y{ +  r 2 2 Vr2* +  rz3Y3) =  
ra*a + yfra*b + t(ro-*(||a||u)), and its orbit is parallel to the orbit of r*(a ® a)*lo, 
in other words,
O t f ' T f W i o  =  +  yfitr'b +  * (ra * ( ||a ||n ))  +  ^ - T.-(4r®<r)-,0
= ra*a +y/ra*b + t(ra*(\\a\\u)) + v^.s 
|| ra*a + yfro*b +
= ^T’(a®a)’lo
Thus, for each t 6  R  we have the following relations of orbits
II = ®TO'a+y/ro'b II ®ro'a ~  ® (A'l0)lB2 H ®A'lo
We want to show that there exists unique t € R  such that Opl,-T. ^ ay lQ = OA'i0- 
Since u = ^(aiV i* +  a2F2* +  a3Y3 ) £ in g*, for each t € R  we have
(tr||a ||u  +  s/rb + r£) || vf, and hence cr*(tr||a||u +  y/rb + r i )  || cr'ri in gj. So
0 i =  U {«7*(tr||a ||u+  \/rb + zj)\ t € R}
= U {t(rcr*(||a||t2') +  y/rcr'b + | t € R}
= U {y/ra*b +  t(rcr*(||a||u)) +  rj:.5| t  € R}
Hence there exists unique t 6  R  such that 
(A 'l0)\gi e { /̂rcx*b + t(ra*(\\a\\u))+v^.s). Then
A'lo =  (A*lo)\02 + (A-lo)\Bl
= rcr*a + (^4*lo)|0l 
e  ra*a + y/ra*b +  t(rcr*(||a||iT)) +
Hence we get Oa -[o =  Opf-Tr-(ff®(r)-/0 as desired.
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Thus we know for each A  G Aut(g) there exists unique (t, r, a) G R  x R + x S 
such that Oa-Io — ^(pfrr(cr®<T))*/o- And by Theorem 2.1. we know for each 
Oi G O mox there exists A  G Aut(g) such that Oi =  O a -iq- Now define 
T  : X* — > Omox by T(x*) = Ox-i0, Vx G X. Then T is bijective. Since there is 
one-to-one correspondence between Omox and D  := Adg\Aut*(g)/Stab(Zo), it 
follows that there exists uniquely one x * G X* from each coset d G D. It 
concludes that X* is a cross-section of D, in other words, X is a cross-section of 
Adc \Aut(g)/Stab*(/0).
M otivation . Let X  =  {pat o rr o (cr ® cr) | V(£, r, cr) G R  x R + x £}, we have 
shown that X  is a cross-section of Adc\Aut(g)/Stab* (/<))• But X  is not a group, 
i.e., it is not closed under composition. We show next to which element of X  the 
composition of two elements of X corresponds.
L em m a 5.7. Fix l0 G Qlfax- bet Iq = axZ{ +  a2Z^ +  a3Z3* +  b^Y* +  b2Yf  + 63 V3*, 
and denote it by (a, b) G g2 © 0 i- For each p1°Tro(aQ 0  cr0), pfrr (cr ® cr) G X, we 
have the equality
AdUPtoTroi^o ® <roKrr(<7® <r))*lo =  &da(ffY.+ ® ^0<r))mlo
where xp is the angle between vectors a and a*a, i.e., xp is the angle of rotation for 
a*.
Proof. For fixed Iq =  (a, b), we showed already in the beginning of Lemma5.6, its 
radical is t/0 =  g2 © R(aiYi +  a2Y2 +  a3y3). So d im fa j =  4, and hence 
dim(r^) =  2. Then =  SpanR{a3y,* -  a ^ * , a3Y f  — a2Y f}  since it contains the
two listed independent vectors.
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Now we choose a unit vector u G gj perpendicular to the plane
n =  IJ4i7(a1y ;  +  a2r ;  +  a3F3*)
IN I
For each (<5,0) e  gj © 0l, let’s recall that p f  (a, 0) = (a, 0  +  pjjrN*a, <3)cr*(||d||u) 
and A.d*G(a ,0) = (a, 0) +  tA. Then for each p^Tro (a0 0  oo), o frr(a 0  a) e  X, the 
orbit of the dual of their composition acting on Iq is
A d c ^ r m ^ o  0  a0)pfTr{a 0  cr))m(a, b)
=  AdcOtfo'TVoN) ® a 0)p f  r r )* (a*a, ct*6)
=  Ad*G{p'toTro(ao ® ^o)pf)*(ra*a,
=  AdG(p^orro(a0 ® a 0))*(rc7*a, (o-*a, r<7*a)<x*(||a||u))
=  A d c ( p f ° r r o (<7o 0  a o ) ) * ( r < 7 * a ,  > / r < r * 6  +  f r < r * ( | | a | | u ) )
=  Adc(/J^°rro)*(r(7oO-’a, y / r a ^ ’ b +  tra 0V ( ||a | |u ) )
=  A dcpJ (r0r<7oa*a, y / r ^ r a ^ b  +  tv^rcT0V*(||a||n))
=  A d c P j  ( r 0ro-o(J*a, y /r t r a la 'b  +  —^ = r 0rcr*cT*(||a ||ix))
V r o
=  Ado(r0rff5ff*a, v/r r̂croO-’fc +  -^=rorcT0V*(||d||u) +  j r^ N o d , roraoa*a)<To(||d||u))
y/ro IN I
=  A d mG ( r 0rao(T *a, y / r ^ r a l ^ b  +  -^ ro n rja 'f lla lltx )  +  77=Lr0r(a, a*a)ao(||a||u))
y/TQ Ila ll
Let ip be the angle between vectors a and a*a, then it follows
A d cO ^ ro N , ® <Jo)ptTr(a 0  c)Y(a,b)
=  Adc(r0ra5cr*a, Jr^rala*b +  -^=zr0r<TQ(Tm(\\a\\u) +  t0(cos^)r0rcro(||a||xf))
Vro
=  (r0rcroO-*d, y/r^rala*b + -^= r0ra^am{\\a\\u) +  t0(cos^)r0rCTo(||a||u)) +
Since unit vector u =  ^ (a iT i*  +  <22^2'' +  a3F3*) perpendicular to two-dimensional 
plane =  t£ in gj “  R 3, it implies that the unit vector OqO*u perpendicular to 
two-dimensional plane 0 Qcr*t-P =  in g3. Then the vector
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0o(||a||u) € can be written as the addition {ol(\\a\\u),olo*v)ola*u + v for 
some vector v in the plane And hence it follows that
A d c ( rf00r ro(o-o <S> ao)p°Tr(a  ®  o’))*(a, b)
=  (rorcTncr’d, y/r^fala*b +  -^= r0raQa*{\\a\\u)
\/r  o
+t0(cosil))r0r{(amQ(\\a\\u),am0a'u)aoa'u + v)) +
=  (r0r<7o<j*d, yjrtirala'b +  —̂ =roron<7*(||d||d)
s/ tq
-t-io(cos'0)ror ||a ||(u, a*v)a*Qa*u + t0{cos^)r0rv) +  x^rtr.a.s
=  (ronTocr’d, y/r^raQa'b + —l=r0raQcr'(\\a\\u) +  t0(cosip)rQr{u, cr*d)<7o<7*(||d||d))
Vro
* r̂orijQ(T*a
=  ( r0ro-*(7*d, v ^ rC T oa‘ 6 +  J = r 0ro-0V * ( ||d ||d )  +  t 0(cosf/>)2r 0r<7*c7*(||d||d)) +
The last equality holds because 0  is the angle between a and a*a, meanwhile, it 
is the angle between d and a mu. Furthermore, it follows
A-d h(PtZTr M o  0  <7oKtv(o- 0  ff))*(o, b)
= (r0m 0V d ,  y/r^rala'b + ( - |=  +  t0cos2T/')r0ro-0V*(||d||d)) + t^ r<r5<r.ff
t
= Adc(r0r<Jo£T*d, yfrtfralo'b +  (—̂ z + tocos2'0)rora5<T*(||d||d))
s/ tq
-  vfe +  focos2̂
=  Ad^roro-QO-’d, v'tWoa*!? + ------^ ------ ( ^ ‘a, r0rff5ff*d)<r5(r*(||d||«))
=  AdGPT*+foCOĴ ( rorCToV ‘«1 y/rtf<rlo'$)
=  A d ^ ( / r  +toCoaŜ ror)* (aoVd, a0V 6)
V̂O
= A d c (p T +f oâ r ror(a0a  ® a0a))*(d, 6)
v̂O
Therefore we get the desired equality
AdcOjgW ob ® <?o)ptTr{o- 0  5) =  A d ^ (/jT +foCOsJ0rror(aoo- 0  <r0a))*(d, 6)
for every P^°rro(<70 <g> o-0), pfr(cr ® a) e  X.
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Verification of R elative Invariance for JT3 2
Let g =  ^ 3,2, choose bases B for g and B* for g’ just like in Construction 2. 
Define a linear map A  : g£ — ► g{ by AZ t* =  Y{, i = 1,2,3. From Example 4.3.14. 
in [1], we know that Q :=  {rw +  tAw | f  >  0, t G R, w 6 g 5  with ||o;|| = 1} gives 
a cross-section for O mox• For each fu  +  tAuj G 0^0*, there exists A  G Aut(g) such 
that A 'Z \  = ru-t-tAu.  Since X* =  {(pf o r r o (o®o))*| (t, r, cr) 6 R  x R + x E0} 
gives a cross-section for Adc\Aut*(g)/Stab(Z3), there exists unique 
(t , r, a)  G R  x R + x Eo such that 0 ^ Tr (<r®o)yzi =  0 A'Zi- So we have 
C,(pfTr(<T®<T))*z3* =  Ofu+Uui and hence there exists A' € g such that
fw + tAw =  Ad*xp{n-)(pfrr(cr ® o))*Z3*
=  A d^p(X)(pfrr)*(a*Z3*)
=  Ad^p(x)pf * (ro*Z3)
=  Ad;xpW(ro*Z3* +  tra * r3*)
=  (ro* Z3* + fro* F3*) +  (ad* (ro* Z3* +  fro* Y3 )
=  ra*Z\ + fro*I 3* +  (ad;Y o (o ® o)*)(rZ3* +  frF3*)
=  ro*Z3* +  tro*F3* +  ((o ®  o)* o a d ^ ) - !  ,Y)(rZ3* +  trF3*)
=  ro*Z3* + tro*F3* +  (o <g> o ^ a d ^ - ! * ^ * )
=  ro ’Z3* + tro*F3* +  r(o  <S> o j’a d ^ - i^ Z a *
=  ro*Zj +  tro*F3* +  r(o  ® o )* ^ ^ *  +  c2F2*)
=  ro*Z3* +  tro*F3* +  r d o ’Ff + rc2o*K>*
for some constants ci, c2 G R. The seventh equality holds since we proved in 
Theorem 2.1 the identity XAdx =  A d^.4 , Vz G G, A  G Aut(g) (and Aut(G)), it 
follows .Aadx =  a d ^ A  By replacing A  by A~l , we get Aa.dA- ix  = adx-4,
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and hence >A*ad^-ix  =  ad -̂̂ 4*. Thus we have
fu  + tAu = ra*Z3 +  tra*Y3 +  rC]_a*Y{ + t c i ^ Y ^ .  it contains two conditions 
fu  =  ra*Z3 G and tA u  = tra*Y3 +  rc\o*Y’* + rc2 a*Y3 G gj. The first 
condition follows u  =  a*Z3 and t  =  r . Since u  — a*Z\ and A : Z* \— > Y f  is 
linear, we get A u = a*Y3 . So the second condition follows 
ta*Y3* = tro*Y3 +  rcicr*Y* +  rc2cr*Ŷ *. Since {cr*Y*, a*Y3 , cr*Y3 } are linear 
independent, we get i  =  tr and ci =  c2 =  0. Hence there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between cross-section Q, of Omox and X* of 
Adg\Aut*(g)/Stab(Z3) with relations r  =  r  and i  = tr.
From Example 4.3.14. in [1], we know r3 simpdtdrdipdd is the Plancherel measure 
on QMax viewed on cross-section fi. Since g£ is algebraically isomorphic to R 3, 
give the rotation group on ĝ  the measure dct which is area on the unit sphere. 
Thus da =  sintpdipdO. This is indeed invariant under all rotations centered at the 
origin. Since t =  tr, it follows dt =  rdt, and hence




dp(t, r, a) := r4dtdrda
is the Plancherel measure on Adc\Aut*(g)/Stab(Z3) viewed on cross-section X*. 
Next we verify the relative invariance of p.
For every p^°Tro(ao ® cr0), p°Tr(a ® a) G X, we know already
AdG(Pt>ro(^o ® o-0)p?rr(a ® a))*Z; = MG(pa°^+tocgs2ii)TTor{a0a  ® a0a))*Z3
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It follows that
dn((to,r0,ffo)(ttr,cr)) = + t0cos2ip,rQr,aoa))
y/ro
=  (r0r)4d(—— + tocos2'ip)d(r0r)d(cr0cr) 
y/ro
=  7Qr4(—̂ =dt)(rodr)do- 
y/ro
=  r02 (r^dtdrda)
=  | det(p?o°rro(a0 ® a0))m\dfji(t, r, a)
Note that the equality d{a$a) = da holds because da =  sirupdipdQ is 
rotation-invariant. Thus we know
M(Pfo°rro(CTo ® 0o))’£) =  I det(pf0°rro(o-0 ® <ro))*l/*(£)
for every measurable subset E. Therefore Plancherel measure /.i = rAdtdrda 
the double coset space Adg\Aut*(g)/Stab(Z3) is relatively invariant for g =
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6 . General Properties of Free 2-step 
Nilpotent Lie Algebras on n Generators
For any arbitrary nilpotent Lie algebra g, let g{2) =  [g, g], and ĝ 3̂ =  [g(2\  g]. If 
g(3) =  {0}, dimg(2) =  n'n2~l), and dimg =  n + - 'Tt2rI- , then g is algebraically 
isomorphic to free nilpotent Lie algebra of two steps on n generators. The 
reason is the following:
Since dim(g/g(2)) =  dimg -  dimg(2) =  n, pick a basis {Yi, Y2, • • • , Yn} for g/g(2). 
Choose Yi e Yu Vi =  1, • • • , n. Let
B2 := {Zk\ k = 1,2, • • • , n^ -l)} =  {[Yj, Yj]\ 1 < i < j  < n}. Then B2 is a basis of 
g(2) since they span a space which is given as -~2— dimension. And hence 
B2 U {Yi, Y2, • • • , Yn} is a basis for g. Therefore g is isomorphic to T n<2.
The above argument suggests all generators play the same role or they look 
similar with each other in some sense. So we expect their brackets look similar 
too. Let’s explain this explicitly.
Let g =  T n<2, and g2 =  [g, g]. Give any arbitrary norm on g, let gi be the 
orthogonal complement of g2. Pick a set of n orthonormal generators 
(Yi|z =  1, • • • , n} in gi. Then a question is raised: does the bracket preserve the 
norm and the orthogonality? In fact, it is not necessary. But we may adjust the 
norm in order to get a positive answer. The following lemma gives the answer in 
the affirmative. First, let’s give a definition.
A norm is said to respect the Lie bracket if given any orthogonal map <Ti of gi 
there exists an orthogonal map <r2 of g2 such that 0 \ ® cr2 defines an 
automorphism of g.
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Lem m a 6.1. Let g =  T ny2 (n > 1), there exist norms on g respecting the bracket. 
In other words, for any set of n orthonormal generators in the orthogonal 
complement of [g, g], all nontrivial brackets of any two generators are 
orthonormal.
Proof. Give any arbitrary norm ||-||i to g. Let g2 =  [g, g], and let gi be the 
orthogonal complement of g2. Pick a set {Ŷ , Y2, • • • , Y'„} of orthonormal 
generators in gi, and let {Z\, Z2, ••• , Zm} = {[V*, Yf\\ 1 < i < j  < n} where 
m =  Then g! =  5pr{Fi, • • • , Yn} and g2 =  Spyl{Z\, ■ • • , Zmj. Keep the
given norm ||-||i in gi, and use Euclidean norm ||-||e in g2 respecting 
{Zi, - ■ ■ ,Z m}. This means the corresponding inner product ( , )E defined by 
Euclidean norm ||-||£ makes {Zi, Z j)s = Sij, Vi,j =  1,2, • • • , n. Then define the 
map 11-11 : g — ► R+ by
\\Y  +  Z\\ =  V W  +  W l I
\/Y  6 gi and Z  e  g2. We claim that ||-|| is a norm on g.
(1) For every W  € g =  gi © g2, let W  =  Y  + Z, then ||cW|| =  ||c(y +  Z)\\ =
\\cY + cZ II =  yJ\\cY\\\ +  \\cZ\\l =  \c\\\Y +  Z\\ = |c|||W ||, Vc € R-
(2) \\W + W'\\2 =  |\{Y + Z) + ( Y '+ Z')\\2 
= \\{Y + Y') + (Z + Z')\\2
= WY + r w i  + wz + m  
< ( i m i i + i i H i ) a + ( i i^ i i s + i i^ iu ) a 
=  \\Y\\l +  \\Y '\\2i +  \\Z\\l +  IIZ'H! +  2(11̂ 11x11̂ 11! +  \\Z\\E\\Z'\\E)
< n i ? + 11m ? + m l + i m u + + m i f m \
=  (,/llH? + 11*111 + \ / n i l  + IÎ 'IIe)2 
=  ( W l  +  ||W"I|)2,
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so we get IIW  +  W '|| < \\W\\ +  \\W'\\, VW, W ' e  0.
(3, „ =  0 <*► y/\\Y\\l +  \\Z\\l = Q ^ Y  = 0 = Z ^ W  = Q,
VW — Y  + Z  € 0  =  0 i©  02-
By (1), (2), and (3) we know || • |l : 9 — ► R + *s a norm on 0 . Hence
{yi, • • • ,Yn,Z i , - "  Zmj is an orthonormai basis in (0 , || • ||) since {Yi, • • • , F„}
and {Z 1, • • • Zm} are orthonormal bases in (0 l51| • ||i) and (02, || • He) respectively.
Now choose any other orthonormal generators Y{, Yi, • • • , Y„ in (01, || • ||), let
{Z 'k| k =  1, • • • , m} =  {[Yi', Yj]\ 1 < i < j  < n}. We claim that
Z[, Z'2, ■ • • , Z'm are orthonormal in (0 , || • ||).
It is sufficient to show that
(1) [F/, F2] is perpendicular to [F3,F4'],
(2) [Y{, Y2'] is perpendicular to [F{, F3],
(3) [Yi', F2] is a unit vector.
Since 01 is spanned by {Ft, • • • , F„}, let
=  aiFi + 02^2 +  • • • +  anVn
Yi = bi\\ + b2Y2-H-----------b bnYn
Yi = c1F1 + c 2F2 +  --- +  cnFn 
Yi = dlYl + d2Y2 + --- + dnYn
, Vaj, bi, Cj, di € R, i =  1,2, • • •, n. By assumption Y(, F2, Yi, Y'i are orthonormal. 
There are some helpful identities:
Ey=1 ajbj = 0, E j= i aj cj — E J=i ajdj  =  0, E j= 1 bjcj = 0, 5ZJ=1 bjdj =  0,
E " . i = 1. and £ " =1 6J =  1.
(1) We first verify that the inner product of [Y(, F2] and [F3' , F4'] is zero.
( K '. n ' l .K .n i )
=  < [ a ,  E "=i w ] . [ e ”=, <#„ e ”=i d, Y j\)
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02
=  <Ei*j “M Y i ,  Yj], E i* , Yj])
=  (E t< i(M j — Ĵaj)[^i) ĵ']» E * i M i  — MjOP'ii ^j])
=  'y'14<j{o-jbj — bi(ij)(cidj — diCj)
— E)i=i E lj—«+i i&iCjbjdj +  bididjCj biCiCijdj didibjCj)
=  E i= i { atct Ylj=i+1 M i +  b{di 53j- i+1 aj cj ~  b{Ci Ej=»+i djdj — ciidi Ejrri+i M i}
■hOfjCn • 0 +  bndn • 0 bnCfi • 0 Qn^n ' 0
=  E?=il {aiCi(- E ‘=l bjdj) +  b i d i ( -E j= i ajCj) ~  M ( ~  EJ=i M i)  ~  
aidi(— E j =1 ^jCi )}
+anC n(-E j= i M i)  + M n ( -  E j= i a.,^) -  fcnCn( -  E"=i ajdj) - andn{ - 53"=1 6jCj)
=  {aiCi(—6idi) + 6irfi(-aiCi) — &iCi(—aidi) — aid i(—&iCi)}
+  E ,n=2 {oiCi(— EJ=i M i) +  M i( -  E j= i aj cj) ~  b i d { - E j= i M i)  ~  
M « ( - E } = iM i) }  
=  {°}  +  E ,n=2 {a*Ci(- E ]= li M i)  +  M i( -  E j= i ai ci) ~  M ( -  E j= i M i)  “  
aidi(— Ej-=i bjci )}
+ ^^j_2 {&t£i( bidi} +  fltCi) ®t t̂) ( îdi{
= El,—o Elj—t Cibjdj + bididjCj biCiQjdj Qf dfbjCj }
=  E j -1 Ely—j-i-i {fljCt^i^i -h bididjCj biddjdj didibjCj}
=  El,—| E j_ 1+1 +  bjdjdid bjCjdidi djdjbiCj}
=  — E * ^ (M i — bidj)(ddj — d^j)
= - ([¥ { ,n u Y j , y { \ )
Thus, we get <[!", F2'], [JJ,F4']) =  -<[F/, F2'], [*?, F4']), and hence 
([Y{,Yj\,[Yl,YA)=0.
(2) We now verify that the inner product of [F/, F2] and [F2', F3;] is zero. Actually 
we replace Y( by —F2 in (1), in other words, replace dj by -b j  in (1), then we get
(Ml. *2]. K . m> = ([1?. [*J, -^']> = -  E,x*(Mi -  6i%)(ci(-6i) -  (-*)<*)
=  -  E « i ( M  -  bidj)(biCj -  abj) =  ~([Y{, YI], [Yi, F3']>
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So we have ([yf, Y{], [Yi, n']> =  —<(!?, i?l, K'. *3!). “ <* hence
( [n ,n i.K '.n ']> = o .
(3) We now verify that HfY/, Y^H2 =  1.
i m , Y S \ \ \ 2
= ii[Er=i ^ . E ^ ] i i 2 
=
= Ei<y(«f&i ~ M;)2 
= E E ?  E U + M W ,  +  -  2<ntoA)
= EE? {a? E"=i+1 4? + 6? E"=i+l a? -  2a,A E U i  } +
{a2 • 0 +  62 • 0 -  2an6n • 0}
= EE? {a2(l -  Ei_i *?)+*?(! -  E;=1 a?) -  2o A ( -  E j„  «A)}
+  {a2 (l -  E E . *?) +  «  (l -  E"=i a2) -  2 n A  ( -  £ ? =, «A) }
= {a? (1 -  6?) +  b\ (1 -  a\) -  2aibi ( -M i)}
+ EE* {<■?(! -  EE. + W  -  Ej . 1  “?) -  2aA(- E E . aA>}
= EE, a? + EE. -  EE* {a? Ej=i *} + E E . a? -  2*6, £ ’=1 0 , 6,}
= 1 + 1 -  Er=2E*=i Witf + bh 2j ~ 2Oibtajbj}
= 2 “ Er=2 E ‘=i R 6? + 6ia? -  2°iMA}
= 2 -  E p f  E fci+ i R 6? +  bh )  -  laibidjbj}
= 2 -  E!*=il E"=i+1 {a)b1 + 6R  -  2«A«A}
= 2 — Yli<j (Mj ~ biai)
=  2 - | | [ y1' , y2']||2
Thus we get \\[Y{, Y2']||2 =  2 -  \\[Y{,Yj\\\2, and hence IlfY/, Y2']||2 =  1- 
We verified (1), (2), and (3), then this proved the claim. Therefore for any 
orthonormal generators {Yj', Y2', • • • , Y^}, their brackets 
{ [Yj', Yj] : 1 <  i < j  < n} are also orthonormal with respect to the norm ||
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M otivation. Let g =  The previous lemma guarantees that there always 
exist norms on g respecting the bracket. So now we give a norm on g respecting 
the bracket. Let g* be the dual space of g, and use the operator norm on g \  
Choose an orthonormal basis B for g, let B* be its dual basis in g*. Then the 
question is that whether B* is orthonormal or not? The following lemma answers 
this question saying ’yes’- And more than that is the orthonormality of both bases 
are equivalent for any finite-dimensional vector space g and its dual space g*.
Lem m a 6.2. If g is an n-dimensional real vector space, let g* be its dual space. 
Give any arbitrary norm on g, and use the corresponding operator norm on g*. If 
B = {Xi, X 2, • • • , Xn} is a basis of g, let B* =  {X^, X £, • • • , X*} be its dual 
basis. Then the orthonormality of B and B* in g and g* are equivalent.
Proof. We first claim that if B is an orthonormal basis of g, then so is B* for g*. 
Let || • || be any given norm on g, and let || • ||op be the corresponding operator 
norm on g*. Since B = {Xi, • • • , X„} is a basis of g, for each X € g, let 
X =  £>=1  oijXj. Since B  is orthonormal, it follows ||X|| =  a]- Since B* is
the dual basis of B, it means X,*(Xj) =  £„, V i,j  =  1,2, • • - n. So 
X !(X )  =  X 'E " . ,  ajX j)  =  E " =l <*jX ;(X j ) =  «*, Vi =  l, 2, • • • , n.
Then
||X*||op =  sup1|X||=1|X -(X )| =  sup^ n ^ il^ l  =  1, Vi =  1,2, • • • , n.
Thus, the orthonormality of B implies that the unit length of every basis element 
of B*. We now want to verify the orthogonality of B*. It suffices to show that 
||X* +  X *||op = ||X,* -  XfWop, VI < i ^  j  < n. If this is done, it means that the 
inner product of any distinct basis elements is zero. In other words, all basis 
elements of B* are mutually perpendicular.
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For every X  € g, let X  =  Yl"k=i akx k- Then we have
||Xt* +  Xj\\op =  sup||X||=1|(X* +  X?)(X)| = snpV zU Q l= l\Qi + aj\ =  \/2
when at =  Qj = — ^  and other Qjt’s are zero. Meanwhile, we also have
K  -  XjWop = SUP||X||=1|(X* -  X*)(X)| =  supv/ £ j r ^ 2=1| on -  ctj\ =  y/2
when cti =  —or, = — and other ajt’s are zero. So we get
||X* +  X *||op =  ||X* -  XjHop as desired, and hence we know the orthonormality
of B in (g, || • ||) implies the orthonormality of B* in (g*, || • ||op). Next we claim
that if B* is an orthonormal basis of g*, then so is B in g.
Let g*’ be the dual space of g*. For every X € g, define X*" (I) =  /(X), Vi € g*. 
Then the map X i— > X*’ is an isomorphism from g onto g*” since g is 
finite-dimensional. Hence we can identify X** with X, VX-** € g*’. Let 
5*' =  {Xr*, X2*‘, • • • , X * '} be the dual basis of B* =  (X?, X2*, • • • , X^}. This 
means X*"(X*) =  5iv i.e., X*(X,) =  5l}, VI < i . j  < n. We denote the operator 
norm on g*‘ by [| • ||8up, so
I ll 'l l ,u p  = s“P||/|l„=l l-v--(0| =  sup||I||oi.=1 |!(.Y)|
By applying the argument of the first claim we know that the orthonormality of 
B* in (g*, || • ||op) implies the orthonormality of B*’ in (g*‘ , || • ||SUp)- Since every 
X*’ 6 g*’ can be identified with X € g, it follows that the orthonormality of B* 
in (g*, || • ||op) implies the orthonormality of B in (g, || • ||SUp)- So now the question 
is that whether the operator norm || • ||sup on g obtained by identifying g with g*’ 
is the same as the original given norm || • || on g or not? The answer is positive. 
Since B =  {Xi, • • • ,X„} is an orthonormal basis of (g, || • ||), for every X € g, let 
x  =  then Ill’ll =  II ~  Meanwhile, we also
know B is an orthonormal basis of (g, || • ||sup) by the identification of g with g*".
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So ||X |L P =  | |E ”=1 = v/ £ ^ 4  Thus, we get ||JC|| =  | |X |U , VX € g.
Hence the operator norm on g =  g*’ is the same as arbitrary given norm on g.
By both claims we conclude that the orthonormality of B in (g, || • ||) and B* in 
(0*) II' Hop) are equivalent for any arbitrary norm || • || on g and the corresponding 
operator norm || • ||op on g \
M otivation . For g =  Pnt2, the dimension of its center is m = . Let
Fi, F2, • • • > Yn be n generators of g, and let
,Z m} :={\r»Yj\\ l < i < j < n } ,  then B := {Zu • • • , Zm, Yu ■ ■ ■ ,Yn} 
is a basis of g.
For every A  € Aut(g), A  has the (m +  n) x (m +  n) matrix relative to the basis B
Qmxm Rmxn  
Onxm Prixn
and each entry of QmXm is a polynomial in the variables of entries of Pnxn• We 
next show the relation between determinants of Pnxn and Q mXm-
[«^]s :—
L em m a 6.3. For g =  Pn<2, let Vi, Y2, • • • , Yn be n generators of g, and let the 
space S  be spanned by all generators Fj. For each invertible linear operator P on 
5, define the map Q : [g, g] — > [g, g] by Q([Fi, Yj)) =  [PYit PYj], VI < i < j  < n, 
then we have
detQ  =  (detP )n_1
Proof. Let B2 := {[F, Yj]\ 1 <  i < j  < n}, then B2 is a basis of [g, g]. There are 
two cases depending upon the positive integer n.
Case 1. Suppose n is even.
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For each invertible linear operator P on <S, let detQ be viewed as a function of n 
column vectors PY[, PY 2 , • • • , PYn. Define a function F  : S™ — > R  by
F{PYU PY2, • • • , PYn) =  (det Q ) ^
then claim that F  =  det P. If this is done, then the result det Q — (det P)n_l 
follows immediately. Actually it is equivalent to show that F is an alternating 
n-linear form on S  which maps (Yi, • • • , Yn) to 1.
(1) If P is the identity operator on 5, by definition
Q([Yi, Yj]) =  [PYi, PYj] =  [Yu Yj]. Then Q is the identity operator on [g, g], and 
hence F(Yl ,--- ,Y„) =  (d e t/mxm) ^  =  1.
(2) Let P ' : S  — > S  be the operator such that P'Yi = cPY* for some non-zero 
constant c, and P'Yi = PYi, Vi ^  k. And let Q' be the corresponding operator of 
P' by definition. Since P'Y* appears in brackets with exactly n-1 other vectors 
P'Yi, it follows that detQ ' =  cn_ldetQ, and hence
F (P Y i r .. ,PYk- UcPYk,PYM r -- ,P Yn) =  (c“- l d e tQ ) ^  = c ( d e tQ ) ^  =
cF(PYi, • • • , PYn)
(3) Let P ' : S  — > S  be the operator such that P'Yi = PYj for some i £  j , and 
P'Yi =  PYi for all s ^  i. Let Q' be the corresponding operator of P ', then 
Q'([Yi, Yj]) =  [P'Yi, P'Yj] =  [PY}, PYj] =  0. So one column of matrix [Q']b2 is zero 
vector, and hence det Q' =  0. It follows
F(PYi, • • • , P ^  , . - . P Y i v , P y n) =
the i th term
F(P'Y i, • • • , P'Yi, • • • P'Yj, • • • P Y n) =  (det Q ' ) ^  = 0
(4) In order to show linearity of F in each variable, we verify 
F(PYi, • • • , FYi-u V  +  cY 't PYi+l, • • • , PYn) =
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F(PYX, • • • , PYi-u Y, PYi+i, • • • , PYn) +  cF(PYx, • • • P Y ^ , Y', PYi+x, ■■■, PYn) 
for every Y ,Y '  € S  and c G R  where Y  + cY', Y, and Y '  are in the i th 
component. Since P  is bijective on the space S  =  R  — span{Yx, ■ ■ ■ , Yn}, every 
vector in S  can be written as CjPYj. So it is sufficient to show property (2) 
and F(PYX, ■ ■ • , PYj +  PYj; • • • , PYn) =
the i th term
F(PYX, ■■■ , PYi, ■■■ , PYn) +  F(PY t, • • • , PYj , • • • , PYn). Since we already
the i th term
finished the proof of property (2), let’s verify the above identity.
Let P ' : S  — > S  be the operator such that P'Yi — PYi +  PYj for some i ^  j ,  and 
P'YS = PY3 for all s ^  i. And let Q' be the corresponding operator of P'. Then by 
definition F (PYU ■■■ , P Y i .u PYt + PYj, PYi+l, • • • , PYn) =  F (P % ,  • • • , P'Yn) =  
(det Since the difference between [Q']b2 and [Q]b2 are the columns of the
brackets of PYi +  PYj with other PY^s  for k ^  i, we next figure out what det Q' 
is by considering each bracket of PYi +  PYj with PY* for k ±  i.
For k =  1 the bracket [PYi, PYj +  PYj] = [PY\, PYj] +  [PYi, PYj], it follows that 
det Q' =  det Q[ +  det Q’2 where [Q[]b2 and [Q'2]b2 are obtained by replacing the 
column Q'dPYu PYi +  PYj]) of [Q']b2 by Q'{[PYX, PYi]) and Q'([PYx,PYj]) 
respectively. Notice that the vector PYj +  PYj is on the i th column of matrix 
[P']bi where basis Bx =  {Yi, • • • , Yn}. So [Q'2]b2 has two identical columns 
Q2([PYx, PYj]), and hence det Q2 =  0. Thus we get det Q' =  det Q\, and note 
that [Q'i]b2 has the same columns as [Q]b2 except the columns 
Q'x{[PYi + P Y j,P Y3]) for s =  2, • • • , i — 1, i +  1, • • • ,n.
For k =  2 the bracket [PY2, PYi +  PYj] =  [PY2, PYi] +  [PY2, PYj], it follows that 
det Q\ =  det Q'[ +  det Q2 where Qx and Q2 are obtained by replacing the column 
Q'x([PY2, PYi + PY^) of [Q1̂  by Q'x([PY2, PYi]) and Q[([PY2, PYj]) 
respectively. Then [Q2]b2 has two identical columns Q2([PY2, PYj]), and hence
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det Q% =  0. Thus we get det Q' =  det Q[ =  det Q", and note that [Q"\b2 has the 
same columns as [Q\b2 except the columns Q"([PYi +  PYj, PYS]) for 
s =  3, • • • , i — 1, i + 1, • • • ,n.
Similar procedure applies to k =  3, • • • , i — 1, i + 1, • • • , n, then we get
det Q' =  det Q\ =  det Q'( = • • • =  det Qin-1\  and [Qi" ^]s2 has the same columns
as [Q]b2. Hence detQ ' =  det Q. Thus
F{PYX, • • • , P y £_!, PYi +  PYj, PYi+l, • • • , PYn) =  (det Q1) ^  =  (det Q ) ^
=  F{PY\, • • ■ , PYi, , PYj, , PYn)
= F (PYy,--- ,PYi,--- ,P Y j , - - - ,P Y n) + F(PYu --- ,P Y j ,- - -  ,PYj,--- ,P Y n) 
since F(PV\, • • • , PYj, ■ ■ ■ , PYj, ■ ■ ■ , PYn) =  0 by property (3). Therefore F is an 
n-linear function.
(5) We now verify F is alternating.
0 = F(PYU--- ,P Y i + PYj,--- , PYi -F PYj, • • ■ , PYn)
s . . v  .....✓  I ^  I II - /
th e  i th  te r m  th e  j  th  te r m
= F(PY\, • • ■ , PY{, • • • , PYi, • • • PYn) +  F{PY\, ■■■ , PYt, ■ • ■ , PYj, • • • PYn) 
+F(PYi, • • • , PYj, • • • ,PYi, '~ P Y n) + F{PYl l - - - ,P Y j , - - - ,P Y j r - - P Y n)
=  F{PYi, ■■ ■ , PYU , PYj, ■ ■ • PYn) + F(PYi, , PYj, • • • , PYi, • • • PYn)
It follows that
F (PYU--- ,P Y i ,- - - ,P Y j ,---P Yn) = - F (P Y l ,- - - ,P Y j ,-> - ,P Y i ,- - -P Y n)
Hence F is alternating. Thus we know F is an alternating n-linear function which 
maps (Ti, • • • , Yn) to 1, so F{PYi, • • • , PYn) =  det P. Therefore 
detQ  =  (detP )n_l.
Case 2. Suppose n is odd.
For each invertible linear operator P  on S, define a function F  : S 11 — > R  by 
F(PYi, • • • , PYn) =  (det P de t Q) « where Q is the corresponding operator of P
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defined as before. We claim that F  = det P. If this is done, then we get 
(de tP detQ )"  =  detP , and hence det Pdet Q =  (det P)n. So detQ =  (detP )n_l.
(1) If P  is the identity operator on S, so is Q. Then
F(YU ■ • • , Yn) =  (det / nxn det I n(n-u »(»-d )» =  1.
2  *  2
(2) The same assumption as in the property (2) of the first case, if P'Y* =  cPY* 
for some index k, we obtain
P (P F l , • • • PYk. I ,cPYk, PYk+l, • • • PYn) =  F (P % ,  • • • , P % ) =  (det P' det Q')"
= ((cdet P)(cn- 1 det Q))n =  c(det Pdet Q)± =  cF(PYu • • ■ , PYk, • • • ,P Y n)
(3) Let P ' : S  — > S  be the operator such that P'Yi =  PYj for some i ±  j ,  and 
P'YS — PYS for all s ^  i. Then det P ' = 0 since matrix [P']b, has two identical 
column PYj where B\ =  {Y\, ■ • • , Yn}. Let Q' be the corresponding operator of 
P'. Then
F ( P Y U - - - ,  P Y j P Y ^  ,---Prn) = P(PT1, - - - , P%)  =
the i th term the j th term
(det P 'd e t Q')" = 0
(4) In order to show the linearity of F, it suffices to verify property (2) and 
F { P Y U PYi + P Y j , • • • , P Y n)
the i th term
= F { P Y U ■■■ , PY i , - - -  ,pyn) + F { P Y U • • • , P Y j , • • • , py„)
the i th term
Let P' : S  — > S  be the operator such that P'Yi =  PYi +  PYj for some i ■£ j ,  and 
P'YS =  PYS for all s /  i. Then det P' =  det P + det P0 where [Po]st is the matrix 
after replacing the i th column PYi of [P]sx by PYj. So det Pq = 0, and hence 
det P' =  det P . Let Q' be the corresponding operator of P'. The same reason as 
property (4) of the first case leads to the fact det Q' =  det Q. Hence 
F (FYU • • * , PYi +  PYj, • • • , PYn) =  F(P'YU • • • , P'Yi, • • • , P'Yn)
the i th term
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=  (det P 'de t O') n =  (d e tP d e tQ )i = F(PYU-■ ■ , PYi , -■ ■ , PF„)
= F( PY „ - - - , PY i, - - , P Y „ )  + F(PYu - - ,  P K  , • • • , / % )
the i th term
Therefore F is an n-linear function.
(5) The same argument as in the property (5) of the first case leads to the fact 
that F is alternating. Hence F is an alternating n-linear function which maps 
(Yu • • • ,Yn) to 1. So F(PY\, • • • , PYn) =  det P , i.e., (det P  det Q)™ =  det P. 
Therefore detQ =  (detP )n~l .
Lem m a 6.4. For each n x n  matrix R and almost all n x n  matrix P, there 
exists a unique n x n  skew-symmetric matrix S such that R + SP  is an 
upper-triangular matrix.




“  S n , 252.1 0 —53,2
53.1 53,2 0 • • :
5n ,n—1
5n ,l 5n ,2 • ' • 5n ,n _ i  0
Consider the last row of the n x n  matrix SP  +  R , let (SP  +  R)n i =  0,
Vi =  1,2, • • • ,n  — 1.
Then we have n-1 linear equations with n-1 variables sn>i, sn,2) • • • , snin_i:
5n , lP l , l  +  5n ,2P 2 ,l H----------h 5n ,n—iP n —1,1 +  0  ’ P n , 1 =  ~ r n ,l
5n,lPl,2 +  5n,2P2,2 H-------1" 5n,n-lPn-l,2 +  0 • pn,2 =  ~ rn,2
5 n ,lP l ,n —I "h ^n,2P2,n—1 +  ' * '  "h 5n ,n—lP n —l,n —1 "h 0  * P n ,n —1 =  ^ n ,n —1
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P i ,2 P2,2
P n - 1,1 
P n —1,2
P l,n —1 P2,n— 1 ' ’ ’ Pn—l,n—I
If det P„_t 7  ̂0, then there exist unique solutions (s„ti, s„,2, • • • , s„,„_i) with
= d e tp I, Vi =  1,2, • • • , n -  1, where each is the (n -  1) x (n -  1)
/  \
“ rn,l
matrix of replacing the i th column of P„_t by
~ rn,2
^  F n . n —I j
Consider the n-1 th row o f n x n  matrix SP + R , let (SP  + R)n^ifi =  0 ,
Vi =  1,2, • • • , n — 2. Then we have n-2 linear equations with n-2 variables 
S n — l , l i  S n - l , 2 > ‘ > S n - l , n —2 :
s n —l , l P l , l  H-------------b  S „ _ i t„ _ 2P n - 2, l  +  0  • p n - l , l  ~  S n . n - l P n . l  +  r n - l , l  =  0
S n - l . l P l . 2 H---------b  S n - l , n - 2P n - 2,2 +  0  ‘ P n - l ,2 _  S n , n - l P n ,2 +  rn-l ,2  =  0
S n —l . l P l . n —2 H b  S n - l , n - 2P n - 2 , n - 2  +  0  • P n - l , n - 2  “  S n ,n - l P n , n - 2  +  ^ n - l , n - 2  =  0
It follows that
Sn—l . lP l . l  H-------- b  Sn - l ,n - 2 P n - 2 , l  — Sn)„ _ i p n )i — T n - i j
Sn —l,lP l,2  H-------- b  Sn _ i , n —2Pn—2,2 =  Snin _ iP „ t2 -  r n - i ,2
Sn— l.lPl.n—2 H---------- b Sn_t)n_2Pn—2,n—2 =  Snin—lPn.n—2 **n—l.n—2
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Note that sn)Jl_i is a known number from the previous procedure of considering 
the n th row of S P  +  R. Let
Pn-2 :=
Pl,l P2,l
P i ,2 P2,2
P n - 2,1 
P n - 2,2
P i ,n - 2  P 2 ,n -2  ' 1 ‘ P n -2 ,n -2
If det Pji—2 i=- 0, then there exist unique solutions (s„-i,i, $n-1,2, • • • - Sn-i,n-2)
with pn~̂  Vi = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n  -  2 where each P*_2 is the { n - 2 )  x {n
( \  
Sn ,n —lP n ,l r n —1,1
matrix of replacing the i th column of 2 by
$n ,n —lPn,2 r n - 1,2
^  S n ,n - lP n ,n - 2  ^ n - l ,n - 2  j
Consider the n-2 th row of n x n matrix S P  + R,
C o n sid e r th e  th ird  row  o f n x n  m a tr ix  S P  4- R ,  le t { S P  +  R ) 3i =  0, i =  1 , 2 . 
T h en  we have two lin ea r e q u a tio n s  w ith  tw o variab les S3t l , s 3(2:
S3,lPl,l +  S3,2P2,1 +  0 • P3,l — S4,3P4,1 ~  ^5^ 5,1 — • • • — Sn<zpn^  +  =  0
S3,lPl,2 +  S3,2P2,2 +  0 • P3,2 ~  S4,3P4,2 — S5,3P5,2 — • • • — Sn,3p n)2 +  r 3)2 =  0
I t follows th a t
S3,lPl,l + S3,2P2,1 = S4,3P4,1 + SstzP5,l-H------b «n,3Pn,l “  r3,l
s3,lPl,2 + S3.2P2.2 = S4>3P4>2 + S5l3p5,2-H------b Sn,3Pn,2 — r3,2
N ote t h a t  S4,3) s 5i3, • • • , s n ,3 a re  know n num bers from  th e  p rocedu res  of 
considering  th e  n, n — 1, • • • ,5,4 th row  o f  m a tr ix  S P  +  R .  L et
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Po :=
01,1 02,1
P i , 2 02,2
If det P2 7  ̂0, then there exist unique solutions (s3ti, s3,2) with s3,j = det Pj  det P i '•
i =  l,2 , where each P\ is the 2 x 2  matrix of replacing the i th column of P> by
$4,304,1 +  $5,305,1 +  b S n ,30n ,l — ^3,1
S4,304,2 +  $5,305,2 _l------------ Sn,30n,2 “  ^3,2
Consider the second row of n x n matrix SP  + R, let (SP + R)2.i =  0- Then we 
have one linear equation with one variable S2,i-‘
$2,101,1 + 0 • 02,1 ~ $3,203,1 — $4,204,1 $ n ,2 0 n , l  +  r 2 , l  =  0
It follows that
$2,101,1 — $3,203,1 + $4,204,1 +  b Sn,20n,l ~ 2̂,1
Let l x l  matrix Pi := (01,1). If det Pi ^  0, then there exists a unique solution
$2,1 = jj~ ($3,2 03 ,1 + $4,204 ,1 +  b $n,2 0 n,l ~ ri2,l) SUCh that (SP  + R )2 j =  0.
In summary, if det Pj ^  0, Vi =  1,2, • • • , n  — 1, then there exist unique solutions 
($2,i)> ($3,1, $ 3 ,2 ) ,  • • • , ( $ n , i ,  S n , 2,  • • • , $ n , n - i )  such that SP  + R is an n  X 71 
upper-triangular matrix. In other words, for almost all P  =  (Pij)nxn and all 
R  =  (rjj)nxn, there exists a unique skew-symmetric matrix
0 —S2,l $3,1 •
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